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The Canadian Alternative: Survival, 
Expeditions and Urban Change, W. W. 
Bunge and R. Bordessa, 1975, $9.00 
from: 
Dept. of Geography 
Atkinson College, at York University 
Toronto, M3), 1P3, Ontario, 
CANADA 
This study starts modestly, stating its 
goal as the qUl:stion of the survival of 
mankind . A team of geographers spent 
thl: equivalent of 50 man/years study­
ing th e geography of Toronto-but not 
simply the physical geography. 
It is about the geography of the ur­
ban environment as a complex inter­
action between human values and 
needs; social communication networks, 
relationships between human-kind and 
machine-kind (technology), the human 
scape (physical city) and the natural 
geography/environment. 
The tone of the book is unusual. One 
gets the strange image of a team of geo­
graphers on an expedition through the 
wilderness of an urban environment , 
open-mindedly attempting to perceive 
the entire city as a complex hybrid of 
natural and social systems. 
The attempt to relate the careful 
observations of a micro-system (one 
urban area) to the problems of global 
survival is admirable. The impact is , 
on occasion, similar to "A Universe in 
Ten Leaps," forcing one to consider 
increasingly larger rclations and analo­
gies. 
And probably the most exeiting as­
pect of the report to me, is the use of 
maps to illustrate the human/social and 
natural clements of an urban environ­
ment. Maps that illustrate subjective 
views of the cities' inhabitants; such 
things as maps of neighborhood friend­
liness, perceptions of money and power 
flows in the city as perceived by differ­
ent networks and cultural groups. -S) 
. over the use and misuse of our national 
forests, focu sing in particular on the 
effects o f below-cost sales by the Forl:st 
Service that rob taxpayers, undercut 
privatI: timber growers, reduce employ­
ment in the Northwest, and hurt com­
munities . It also explo des the myth of 
high timher prices forcing up housing 
costs that timber industry executives 
have heen using to justify raids on o ur 
remaining "overmature" forests. - TB 
LIVING 
Wood Conserving Stoves, $3.25 from : 

VITA 

3706 Rhode Island Ave. 

Mt. Ranier, MD 20822 

Detailed instruction for the construc­

tion of Lorena mudhrick co okstoves 

and for sawdust heating stoves, the 

former costing $10 and the latter $30­
$60 . Also contains a good bibliography 

on other low cost stoves using various 

fuds. - TB 

The Harrowsmith Reader, cd. by ) ames 
Lawrence, 287 pp., 1978, $12.50 from: 

Camden House Publishing 

Camden East 

Ontario, KOK 1)0 CANADA 

The best articles from the first 12 

issues o f I-Iarrowsmitb Magazine are in­

cluded in this beautifully illustrated 

hook. Information such as what it 's like 

to live with a composting toilet, how 

to grow your own vegetables and nut 

trees, how to keep bees and goats, how 

to make hard cheeses and jams, what 

seaweeds are edible and how to pre­

pare them and much more are all in­

cluded in this easy reading book. If you 

are a fan of llarrowsmith Magazine or 

curious as to what kind of homestead­

ing activities are going on in Canada, 

this hook is a must. - YL 
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The Ghost of San Onofre, A COIOri1lg 
Book Tale, by BiJleddy, art by Mitsi 
Nelson-Hall, 10 pp., 1979, $1 from: 
Ocean Beach Community Free 
School 
I P.O. Box 7423 San Diego, CA 92107 If you arc looking for a gift to give to the child in your life, your search is 
over. This wondcrfullittle coloring 
"The End of the Wilderness", NRDC book is just the thing to give to some­
Newsletter, Sept.-Dec. 1978, from: one who wants to kn ow about nuclear 
Natural Resources Defense Council pown and the San Onofre Nuclear Pow­
122 E. 42nd St. er Plant (located 60 miles south of L.A.) 
New York, NY 10017 but is too young to ask . Appealing to 
An outstanding history of the conflicts 	 the child in all of us. (Thanks to w il ­
liam Brct'l ) - Y L 
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HOW YOU SAVE AS 
AN OWNER-BUILDER 
58~o savIngs 
65~o savings 
CONTRACTOR OWNER OWNER OWNER 
B(JtL T CONTRACTED fiNISHED BOILT 
The Owner-Builder Center 
1824 Fourth St. 
Berkeley, CA 94710~ BUILDING I 415/848-5950 
This group was highly recommended byOwner-Builders 
Mary Schmidt of the Farallones Insti­Since the Learning By Doing access 
tute. Night courses are offered in re­articlc (May 1979 RAIN) we have 
modcling, house building and design.lcarn<.;d of other organizations which 
A three summer course in energy­help individuals build or renovate their 
efficient house building combineshouses. 
hands-on and classroom. In addition 
to classes, consulting services are avail­B. Allan Mackie School of Log Building 
able to assist individual owner-builders. and Environmental Center 
-PCBox 1205 

Prince George, BC, V2L 4V3 Plumbing, Time-Life Books, 1976, 

CANADA $7.95 from: 

604/964-6935 Time-Life Books 

Instruction and hands-on work in log Time-Life Bldg 
h<,> use construction skills including Rockefeller Center 
structure of wood, considerations af­ New York, NY 10020 
fecti ng wllod usc, rimhl'r acquisition We'll probably never find a book that 
and tim ber joi nery . Partici pan ts should docs for plumbing what Richter's 
provide thei r own too ls. Sessions are Wiring Simplified does for clectrical 
8 weeks long. Next class starts October work- tell what and why as well as 
8. Write for registration materials. 	 how. The variability of plumbing codes 
makes that unlikely, though every state 
or municipality should have a simplified Northern Owner Builder homeowner's code guide. Given all that,Rd. 1 
this is by far the best plumbing bookPlainfield, VT 05667 
I've seen. It contains a wealth of "tricks8021454-7808 
of the trade" for emergency pipe repairs, A resource center offering courses and 
etc., as well as very clear and detailedworkshops on designing your own 
instructions for adding on to existinghouse, solar heating, greenhouses and 
systems, installing new piping, repairing renovating older houses. Emphasis is 
fixtures and fixing leaks and clogs.on energy conservation, design-for­
Even how to build a greywater seepageclimate reducing building costs and a 
pit! Along with a lot of "why" thingsvariety of construction methods. 
happen. Surprisingly good. - TBCourses arc given in the spring and fall. 
35~o 
72% savings 
a 
OWNER B(JtL T ­
RECYCLED 
MATERIALS 
CODE NON-CODE 
Insulation Manual-Homes, Apartments, 
second edition, 1979, 148 pp., $10.00 
from: 
NAHB Research Foundation 
627 Southlawn Lane 
P.O. Box 1627 
? 
This book, produced by an organization 
which conducts technological research 
and dcvelopment for government and 
industry, contains a wealth of detailed 
information on insulation. Topics cov' 
ered include the installation, use, eco­
nomics and benefits of insulat ion, struc­
tural matcrials, and vapor barriers. 
Numerous tables and charts offer all 
the facts you will ever need for increas­
ing your home's energy efficiency. - JP 
Earth Sheltered Housing Design, Under­
ground Space Center, University of 
Minnesota, 1979, $9.95 from: 
Van Nostrand Reinhold Co. 
135 W. 50th St. 
New York, NY 10020 
If you're into becoming a mole, this 
should go on your shclf right next to 
Malcolm Wells' Undergroul1d Designs. 
A good coverage of energy. structural, 
waterproofing, insulation and policy 
issues of underground housing, along 
with case studies of cold and warm 
climate underground houses, details 
on energy calculations, and an extensive 
bibliography. Its approach is down­
stream engineering (because walls may 
sweat, add a dehumidifier-instead of 
rethinking the design so they won't 
sweat), but solid and thorough. Good 
discussion of alternative designing for 
heat loss/gain/balancing with surround­
ing earth. Focused on Minnesota, but 
valuable anywhere. -TB 
Portland, OR 97210. Ph: (503) 227-5110. Copyright © 1979 RAIN Umbrella Inc. Printing: Times LithO Typesetting: Irish Setter 
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TurningWaste 

by Dan Knapp and Steven Ames 
Part II. How It Could Happen 
All the while, as our output of solid waste in thiS country 
multiplies and available landfills fill up, local communities 
are being encourage.d by waste planners and equipment manu· 
facturers to invest their credit in high-tech, high-capital 
"solutions" that promise to shred or burn s()lid waste out of 
existence. Some local ities, compelled by the logic of doi ng 
more than simply buryi ng waste, havc taken such steps, Yet 
we're quickly learning that tbese centralll.ed approaches to 
waste management o ften involve unproven technologies, 
questionable economics and unknown health risks . In t reat­
ing waste so inflexibly, the high-tech people continue to 
draw community-based alternatives ou t of the equation­
from sophisticated biological nutrient recycl ing systems, 
to practical source separation strategies, to t he baseline pos­
sibilities for vastly reduc ing waStes genera ted in the home. 
Left only to the realm of experts, our communities, neigh­
borhoods and ind ividuals themselves may never fi nd the 
chance to prove they can make the difference. I t 's us t hat 
is our own best hope. 
Eugene Comes On Line 
Looking at Eugene, Oregon , is a good case in po int. I have 
been involved in th is community's own un ique responses to 
the waste imperative in the la~t few years, and have observed 
closely the experimentation and rapid development that has 
occurred in its various recycling systems-each evolving to 
fill a particular niche and everyone changing with new condi­
tions and possibilities. As awarenesS here continues to grow 
that the Reduce-Reuse-Recycle maxim IS not only a matter 
of pu blic ecology , bu t an energy-saving, job-producing 
alternative for turning waste into wealth and local self-reliance, 
it's probable that newer recycling microeconomics will be 
brought on line, broadening this community 's capaci ty to 
deal effectively with its waste. Here are some of the organi­
zations now active in the area o f solid waste that ar e starting 
to nudge Eugene towards sustainability ; 
• BRING (Bring Rec_vcling in Neighborhood Groups). 
Still a good idea, BRING is tht· oldest of the post-Earth Day 
1969 organizations which involves a drop-off collection sys­
tem and processing center for handling rccydable post-con' 
sumer wastes. In 1979 BRING translates into a string of neigh· 
borhood locat.ions- usually schools-wh ich arc visited by a 
truck (the BRING·mobile) on a scheduled basis to pick up 
bottles. flattened cans and cardboard and aluminum . BRING 
also receives recyd ables at the Glenwood Solid Waste Center 
(site of Lane County 's downed garbage grinder) which. with 
the help o f t he BRING-mobile, are furt her processe d at the 
_ . .,..... _ BRiNG headquarters and warehouse . BRING IS a non-profit 
into Wealth 
Here 's part two of our exploration on Turning Waste Into 
Wealth, fresh with insights from Dan Knapp and many others 
for beginning to organize a recycling economy on the com­
munity level, thoughts on the importance of solid waste 
"highgrading, " some encouraging access items on solid waste 
research and activism, and letters on waste from environ­
mental advocates and Class One firchers. A potpourri that 
may make you feel as hopeful as last month's installment 
made you feel hopeless. The difference is important. 
A correction of note: a paragraph ofpart one of this article 
was inadvertently misplaced during layout and may have 
caused some confusion. The top point-item in the right hand 
column on page 11 ("one great advantage . . . ") should have 
been the final point-item in the right hand column on page 
13. Also, the first two paragraphs of Effective Recycling Be­
havior were mistakenly reversed. Our apologies both to Dan 
and you readers! -SA 
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corporation partially subsidized by county monies and oc­
casional CETA fu nds. It handles a largc volume o f recyclables 
but has also given rise to other recycling o perations that 
have perceived new areas of need and new markets to be 
developed. 
• The Glass Sta tiun is one of those operations : a non-profit 
corporation speciahz ing in the retailing of reusable glass con­
tainers- those not covered by Oregon's Bottle Bill. It is 
amazing how good bottles look with their labcls off and 
cleaned- by grouping them together attract ive sets can be col­
lected for any number of uses. A produc tive spin-off for the 
Glass Station has been to supply glass con tai ners to co-ops and 
bu lk food stores, which in turn re-sell the contai ners to cus­
tomers as a convenience item. Such an operation illustrates 
perfectly the advantages of a value-added approach to re-usc : 
the materia ls handled by the Glass Station arc worth minus 
twemy dollars a ton if processed through the county disposal 
apparatus, plus twenty dollars a ton when recycled and sold 
as cullet . and an average of five hundred dollars a ton whcn 
sol d as reusable glass containers! Started 2·112 ycars ago by 
veteran recycler Alice Soderwall, the Glass Station utilizes 
a combinati on o f pa id and volunteer labor. With similar 
dforts it 's certain that the value-added approach to reuse 
could be: extended to any number of sectors-recycled dimen­
sion-cut lumber being a good example. 
• Garbagius, not an outlet for Italian junk food, but a 
consumer-owned, worker-run garbage co llection company is 
licensed with the city (Eugene has no municipal collection 
system) to pick up suurce-separated recyclables along with 
mixed garbage on a scheduled basis . Thc company charges 
the regulated fee for collection and sells the recyclables. 
Garbagios started as a very small projcct WIth two people. 
a small electric t ru ck and forty customers, mainly environ­
mentally-concerned people who wanted curb service as an 
alternative to drop-off recycling. Their recent promotional 
campaigns have been successful in generating rapid growth 
in customer demand fo r these servit'es: only 1-1/2 years since 
its inception , Garbagios has over 400 customers on five 
routes. A new addition this year is a larger truck with a 
custom-built bed having several built-in bins. Garbagios' ex­
perience is beginning to suggest that the economics is there 
for recycling-oriented companies to get into the hauling of 
commercial wastes as well. 
• In addition to such new groups and new ideas are the 
more t raditional approaches to reuse and recycling, Guodwill, 
the Eugene Mission and St. Vincent de Paul . all effective 
recycling organizat ions which have operated in Eugene for 
many years. Goodwill and St. Vincent specialize in reusable 
household goods, repai rable appliances and clothing, while 
the Mission collects and markets an estimated 60 percent 
of the metro area '5 newsprint. All three use drop-off b ins of 
varying design located in neighborhoods and shopping cen­
ters. Meanwhile. Eagle Recycling, a specialized paper recycling 
company, provides reorganized collection systems for recovery 
of high-grade office papers. 
• With a diversi fied recycling economy growing, it's not 
surprising that recycli ng systems have started to mesh with 
public behavior and attitudes. Take the Oregun Country Fair. 
for example, a large, Eugene-based outdoor event which 
sponsors a varied marketplace lasting many days in a rural 
location . When its rapidly increasing vo lume of mixed wastes 
became a difficult collect ion and disposal problem . the fa ir 
staff reorganized its collection system-with the help of 
BRING- to provide for source-separation. Wastes were volun­
tarily separated by disposees into three categories: organics, 
bottles and cans, and mixed wastes (paper plates, utensils, 
etc.) . Interestingly. the volume of mixed wastes generated 
dropped off drastically-a good refl ection of Effective Re­
cycling Behavior as pract iced by the public when given a ra­
tional collection system. In addition , materials handling by 
workers has been greatly simplified. It's a very popular syst~'m . 
• As its experiences with local self-reliance increases, 
Eugene has also seen the creation of small consulting groups 
such as Oregun / lppropriflt e Techllo/ugy. which generally 
aim to further that t ransition. In addition to its other ac­
tivities, OAT offers design services to communities and busi­
nesses wishing to in it iate solid waste "highgrading" as a means 
of stimulating employmen t and generating large volumes of 
clean materials for reuse or resale. OAT also recently became 
involved in the design o f collection systems that would feed 
into drop-off strategies such as those employed by BR ING. 
Important back-up services for these al ternat ives are provided 
by groups likl:! Lane Economic Development Council and 
Blackl)erry Services, which can advise ()n incorporation, 
---
---
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CONT. 
business organitlation , capitalization, grants and so forth . 
• And then there are the myriad repair shops sprinkled 
around the community, the free boxes, the quilters, stashers, 
composters, firewood cutters, house recyclers, junk artists, 
reuse dreamers-normal materialists with a different passion 
-people who get into the material before it gets into the 
solid waste stream, and as such do us all a great service Theirs 
is the baseline of a larger recycling economy-behavior that 
needs to be encouraged. 
Opportunities To Be Had 
And there you have a feeling for one community's positive 
responses to our waste dilemma. Not the complete picture 
by any means, but a strong gauge of the capacity for people 
to start turning a crisis around in their favor with common 
sense and good work. What lies ahead will be conditioned by 
how quickly Effective Recycling Behavior becomes the con­
ventional wisdom-including alternative demonstration systems 
on line-and how thoroughly the high-tech options are ex­
posed for their inefficiency and inherent dangers. Somewhere 
in between, public officials and waste planners have a lot to 
learn-and to change. 
Current arrangements are set up to frustrate and contain 
labor-i ntensive recycling. Mainstream plans, if implemented 
to completion, will lock up more and more capital and human 
energies into unprofitable, unworkable "resource recovery" 
machines that try to get a little electricity or steam hype from 
mixed wastes prior to "disposal." And don't forget the 
machines to clean up or compensate for the damages done by 
the primary processor units-the dectro-static precipitators, 
sludge dryers, air and water filtration units. All drink lots of 
energy. Subsidies that allow garbage generators and collectors 
to make big profits off an energy and economic deficit sector 
should be ended in favor of source separation to permit re­
cyclables to be marketed at a favorable price. This would de­
fray rapidly rising collection costs and free budgets from the 
"albatross effect" of waste disposal subsidies going to garbage 
"interests." Small-scale recycling can thus be encouraged , capi­
talized, liberated. 
It would help, too , if' we would view action in th is sector 
as a type of production . Materials saved are materials earned ; 
that is, they are a potential feedstoc k for a potential produc­
tion system. Direct sale for reuse is only one of the possibili­
ties for marketing recovered materials. Materials may also be 
used directly in the production of entirely new goods, add ing 
value and justifying a greater reward fo r imagination, creativity 
and work. As it stands, our system is organized to waste these 
materials and opportunities. But they are there to be had. 
Comprehensive Neighborhood-Based Recycling: 
An Outline 
It is such opportunities that myself and several others had in 
mind when we came together for a brainstorming session on 
neighborhood-based recycling systems not long ago. Our task 
was to plan a work program to get down to mobilizmg Effec­
tive Recycling Behavior for an entire urban neighborhood, in­
cluding the business and commercial sectors . People present 
RESOURCES 

----~-
We wouldn't want to leave you without 
any place to go for further information 
in following up this article, so here are 
some of the reports and resources that 
have come to our attention recently. 
For another excellent overview go back 
and read Denis Hayes' Repairs, Reuse 
and Recycling (RAIN, Nov. '78), which 
seems to be highly recommended by 
the people that know. For those ofyou 
wishing to correspond with Dan Knapp, 
he can be reached at Oregon Appropri­
ate Technology, P.O. Box 1525, 
Eugene, Oregon 97440. -SA 
Garbage-to-Energy, The False Panacea, 
by Santa Rosa Recycling Center, $3.00 
from: 
Santa Rosa Recycling Cen rer 
P.O. Box 1375 

Santa Rosa, CA 95401 

A detailed complement to our July 
installment on garbage high-tech, The 
False Panacea comes on strong, 
contending that garbage-to-energy 
strategies are being pushed onto line 
before environmentally and 
economically more appropriate 
technologies (reduction, reuse and 
re'cycling of wastes) have been given a 
chance to prove themselves. Burning 
garbage for energy, in fact, will most 
likely curtail further efforts to 
implement more effective solid waSfe 
practises and actually reduce the 
incentives to decrease ou r al ready 
staggering generation of solid wastes. 
The report is rich iOn facts: 
• Because garbage conversion plants . 
require guaranteed supplies of waste, 
municipalities hosting them are 
contractually subject to penalties for 
not delivering their garbage quota, and 
to contract renegotiation if a change in 
the composition of their trash occurs. 
Plant promoters are known to lobby 
against source-reduction legislation such 
as bottle bills in order to protect their 
fuel sources and profits. 
• The six burn plants proposed in 
California will employ 30-50 workers 
each at an average capital investment of 
$1. 8 million per job. Source-separation 
collection and processing systems, on 
the other hand, can support one job for 
every $10,000 in capital investment. 
• Ash residues from plants which burn 
refuse derived fuels are considered Class 
I hazardous wastes in California, and 
must be trucked to special landfills 
which control leachate ... Undersco~ing 
all this, Panacea says, the "production" 
of energy by burn plants is deceptive, 
because more energy can be saved at 
lower cost by waste reduction and 
source separation. Institutional factors 
and industrial vested interests, on the 
other hand, are whai: is hampering the 
reuse of currently wasted materials. A 
strong commitment by municipalities to 
recycling, waste reduction and source 
separation can force ch anges in 
government policies - depletion 
allowances, discriminatory freight rates, 
etc. - that continue to undermine 
healthy markets for the secondary 
materials a recycling economy would 
produce. Very good research from Tania 
Lipshutz and her associates. 
Resource Recovery Report for Kent 
County Michigan: Executive Summary, 
by Institute for Local Self-Reliance, 
February, 1979, 
Institute for Local Self­
Reliance 
1717 18th St., N.W. 
Washington, DC 20009 
This report looks like a "first" and 
should be picked upon by localities 
serious about considering the potential 
for solid-waste recycling on a 
community-wide scale. Commissioned 
by Kent County (Grand Rapids), 
Michigan, staff members of the Institute 
for Local Self Reliance have developed 
two variations on a comprehensive 
recycling system for that area, based on 
extensive work with the community and 
its principal actors in solid waste. Their 
report cites some special advantages in 
Kent County, including a generally 
receptive attitude toward recycling and 
a favorable balance of power among 
public and private interests, with no 
single authority dictating the terms of 
solid waste collection and disposal. In 
addition, the state of Michigan is 
notable for the recognition it gives to 
source separation in its laws and 
policies. After consideri ng several 
represented the organizations with the "hands on" experience 
to know what they are talking about when it comes to the 
appropriate handling of waste matcrials. The neighborhood in 
mind was Whiteaker, Eugene's oldest neighborhood, the city's 
historic and cultural center, and recently the recipient of a 
one-of-a-kind grant from the National Center for Appropriate 
Technology to plan for maximum neighborhood self-reliance. 
The plan is not mine alone, but.I have recorded it as it appears 
here; and while these are only objectives, they rcpresent the 
shape of things to come-if we get behind and push to sce that 
it happens. So don't be misled by its smallness, because it is 
capable of unfolding in all directions, as rapidly as we let it 
happen in our daily work . Now, here's what we'd like to do: 
• Conduct a composition study and inventory, emphasizing 
waste audits for selected participating apartments, businesses 
or other large generators of wastes. This is a way of estimating 
the volumes and weights of recyclable "fractions" in the solid 
waste stream. 
• Based on results, and keyed to the quantities and quali­
ties recorded, locate or otherwise develop feasible marketing 
strategies or other exchange functions. 
• Plan an educational and outreach campaign to increase 
public awareness and the practice of "source grouping" for 
recycling . 
• Research and design efficient and cost-effective collection 
systems to make source grouping easier and more acceptable 
than "disposal." Aim for diversity rather than uniformity. 
• Research and design materials transfer and storage systems 
appropriate to the quantity and quality of source-grouped 
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materials recovered and discovered. An example, if using drop 
boxes, would be to construct liners or bins with handles which 
could be lifted out by a portable crane. 
• Strengthen and work through existing local and labor­
intensive recycling organizations. 
• Include local young people by designing special attractions 
for them, including income opportunities. The same for older 
people, with the added proviso that their knowledge and skiU 
be respected and encouraged. Let them be our teachers. 
• Research and design central processing center(s) to facili­
tate a value-added approach to materials recovery . Include 
tool system. 
• Identify and provide for segregation, cleaning, repair and 
marketing of reusable items. 
• Stimulate secondary employment impacts by keeping 
materials organized and attractive , and by marketing in the 
neighborhood. 
• Keep accurate records . Generate good working statistics. 
• Develop strategic and necessary skills among project 
people: for example, lumber grading, metals cleaning and 
processing, marketing and bookkeeping. 
• Encourage source reduction for undesirable, hard-to­
recycle items. Encourage consumers to buy in bulk to elimi­
nate excess packaging, etc. 
• Provide information on program accomplishments to pub­
lic decision-making bod ies so that more effective decisions can 
be made on what to do with currently wasted resources. 
• Think integratively and functionally, using the above goals 
to inform and direct daily actions . Planning, act ion, implemen­
tation and evaluation will happen continuously in each sector 
of involvement. -DK 
recycling approaches, including drop-off 
centers that use a buy-back system, a 
variety of curbside alternatives, hand 
sorting from mixed waste loads, and 
Grand Rapids own bag/tag system, 
ILSR recommended two approaches to 
Kent County, both emphasizing 
residential source separation of trash 
followed by diverse end-uses including 
materials recovery, composting and 
landfilling. Refuse derived fuel is 
included as one end-product, although 
not calculated for potential revenues as 
it remains an underdeveloped market. 
The Kent County report includes . 
projections of annual costs and 
revenues for both plans, as well as a 
four-year implementation plan. A good 
outline and proposal well worth your 
checking ou t. 
Garbage-to-Energy Packet, Waste Utili­

zation State of the Art Series, 

from: 

Institute for Local Self-Reliance 
1717 18th St., N.W. 
Washington. DC 20009 
Here's another valuable resource on the 
garbage-to-energy imbroglio - this one a 
compilation of letters and testimonies 
directed at federal bureaucrats and 
agencies - logged by Neil Seidman of 
the Institu te for Local Self Reliance. 
Together these corresponJences form an 
extensive summary of the Institute's 
position that such plants are 
economically and environmentally 
unsound, with plenty of documentation 
to encourage people to push for source 
separation and the recycling of wastes. 
Very thorough and useful. 
Resource Conservation Consultants 
1615 N.W. 23rd Ave., Suite One 
Portland, OR 97210 
5031227-1319 
A small consulting group with roots in 
the recycling movement of the last ten 
years, Resourcc Conservation Consul­
tants has first-hand experiencc in a range 
of waste issues, from working closely 
with Portland Recycling Team, the na­
tion's largest recycling drop-off system, 
to consulting with Oregon's Department 
of Environmental Quality . In the pro­
cess, RCC has developed a series of 
briefs and short papers that would be 
helpful to community groups and waste 
activists. Here are a few : 
. • "Energy Savings from the Recycling 
of Selected Waste Materials" (S2 .00) is a 
compilation of available literature with 
calculations for 23 recyclable materials 
which gives quick access to their relative 
recycling merits in energetic terms. 
Aluminum, for example, has a high 
estimated energy savings of 97 percent 
with secondary use, while glass- are you 
ready? - has a low estimate of 8 percent 
savings . That 's one reason why gla.ss is 
better reused than recycled to make 
new glass. Rubber, on the other hand, 
is clocked in at 70 percent. 
.·"Compat ibility of Recycling and 
Energy Recovery from Wastes" (S2 .00) 
offers a worthwhile counterpoint to ou r 
own articles in the hot debate over 
garbage-co-energy strategies. In essence. 
th is RCC paper concludes that a combi­
nation of recycling and energy recovcry 
offers the greatest resource and c:nergy 
savings, with the cri tical issue revolving 
around the scale o f operation required 
for energy n:covery strategies to suc­
ceed. It 's not a complete analysis by 
any means, and has little refe re ncc to 
the actual cost/bencfit consideration of 
burning refuse derived fu els-such as 
toxic emiss ions. No netheless, th is paper 
represents an importan t dialogue. R~ 
cyclers inclined to believe that burn 
strategies will actually pre-empt the de­
velopment of an effect ive recycl ing 
cconomy need to come to grips with 
its argumen ts. Recommended in that 
capaci ty. 
• " Waste Exchanges: A Waste Re­
covery Information Tool" (S1.50) is a 
concept paper discussing a relatively 
new phenomenon- the transfer and 
re-use of waste products not usable by 
a "generating" business but economic­
aUy feasible for use by ano ther indus­
t ri al firm . Waste exchanges, simply, 
arc a method fo r faci lt tat ing that t rans­
fer -whether acting as an infomlation 
clearinghouse or an actual ma terials ex-
CONT. 
---
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change. Any number of materials could 
be considered for such transfer-acids 
and alkalis, chemicals and solvents, 
metals, minerals, oils and waxes, paper, 
food , plastics, rubber, textiles, leather 
and morc . Waste exchanges hold a great 
potential for diverting large amounts of 
mater ials from the solid waste stream 
while saving significant amounts of 
energy . Only begun in Europe in the 
early '70s, they an: still new to the U.S., 
with only 20 some operations function­
ing. This short report reviews the cur­
rent status of exchanges and speculates 
on how their organization and structure 
will develop, and what kinds of impact 
that can have on the solid waste situa­
t io n and our economy. 
RCC has several other papers cover­
ing a wide range of recycl ing interests­
fro m how to build a simple baling frame 
for newspaper recycling efforts, to de­
signing a safety program for recycling 
operations, to a guide for waste haulers 
on the 1978 recycling equipmcnt invest­
ment tax credit. Write for thci r publica­
tions list. 
Recycling-How to Reuse Wastes in 

Home, Industry and Society, Jerome 

Goldstein, 1979, $6.95 from : 

Schocken Books 

200 Madison Avenue 

New York, NY 10016 

Economic Feasibility of Recycling, Neil 
Seldman, 1978, 54.00 from : 

Institute for Local Self Reliance 

1717 18th Street N.W. 

Washington, DC 20009 

Two excellent resou rces on recycling . 
Go ldstein's book contains a number of 
case studies of successful grassroots pro­
grams-from individuals who have fig­
ured out how to live well without gar­
bagc service, how to do suecessful home 
recycl ing, volunteer and profitmaking 
recycling centcrs, composting, eliminat­
ing waste, conversion of sewage sludge 
to fertilizer, .industrial recycling, etc. 
The photographs give a good sense of 
the realities of the various systems, and 
a detailed appendix gives sources for 
equipmen t . Sc1dman's paper is a solid, 
data-filled study of the economics of 
recycling enterprises and the potentials 
for thei r contribution to local economic 
development. Together these two re­
pons give an exciting sense of the pro­
gress recycling has made over the last 
few years and how well it has proven a 
wise and viable direction , given fair lo­
cal, state and national pol icies. Just re­
member-every beverage bottle we dis­
card wastes enough energy to burn a 
100-watt bulb for 5 hours. (- TB) 
Highgrading Metals 

Dan Knapp, Tom Brandt and Don Corson first explored the 
concept of highgrading for RAIN in their expose of high-tech 
resource recovery systems last November. Based on their per­
sonal experience with a short-lived but successful project at 
Lane County's Glenwood Solid Waste Center, they were able 
to conclude that labor-intensive hand-sorting of valuable 
metals from the solid waste stream-or more simply, high­
grading of metals-had a great potential to reduce waste, save 
energy and produce income for local communities. Annual­
ized projections from their demonstration project-which af­
fected perhaps only one-fifth of the circa 600 tons per day 
solid waste generated by a metropolitan area of 250,000­
indicated that they could salvage 73 tons of four elemental 
and alloy metals with only two workers and almost no energy 
or capital investment. Obviously, if well-organized, a com­
munity-wide approach to labor intensive highgrading could 
produce much more tonnage. This prompted several questions: 
Rather than re-selling these materials back to prime producers 
at cut-rate prices, what local end-uses could be found for this 
steady stream of aluminum, cast iron and steel, and to a lesser 
extent copper and brass? What small scale craft or industrial 
processes could refabricate or otherwise add further value to 
this local resource? 
One valuable response to these questions came in from a 
California man with extensive insights into the value of waste 
and its importance to environmental education. (See below.) 
Other suggestions have revolved around providing metals to 
furthcr the transition away from fossil fuels-for the construc­
tion of aluminum bicycle trailers and solar collectors, for 
Salvaging at the Darby Dump 
Dear RAIN : 

The article on waste into wealth is great. Here 's a little 

tidbit of good newS: the Darby Sanitary Landfill . 

In the su mmer the dump serves 2-3,000 people. Equipment 
consists of one 0-8 Cat which is used about twice a mont h. 
There are four basic areas for dumping: the garbage pit, the 
hay pile, the wood pile and the goody pile. Lately (I conk ss ) 
I haven't been look ing in t he garbage pit . I brought ho me a 
"cord" and a half of hay and straw fo rthe garden t his sprLng. 
From the wood pile I've brough t home a planter (a wi ndow 
box with beans and flowers in it thIS summer) , creosote 
. timbers , a pickup tool box, dimensio nal lumber , etc. Unl ike 
the gu y in the article , I've scored repeatedly fro m peoplc­
their pickup to mine. The olll cou ple who run this place 
encourage filching , which brings us to the goody pile. Every­
thing metal goes into th is area. Elvi ra o nce made me search 
the garbage pile for a small piece of wire ; " Gets caugh t in the 
Cat tracks," says she . The chair that I'm sitt ing on came fro m 
the goody pile, as di d tWO downstairs. I usuall y bring home 
more than I take- wire, t in , roofing, a woodstove grate intact, 
junk, etc ., more erc. I o nce was about to install an d cerric 
range (scored elsewhere) but couldn' t rat ionalize that much 
ju ice . I took it to the goody pi le and within two weeks some­
one had claimed it. One time I traded the s<::at in my 1950 
pickup for another one-on the spot. I' ve met som~ nice pcn­
pic searching throu'gh the pile. 
C.E . (Chu ckles) Mab bott 

Darby, Montana 

and some molds made out of various pieces of scrap. Using a blow into its action and thought process. 
example. Exploring such concepts, one begins to get a feeling 
for the web of issues-energy conservation, waste reduction, 
economic development, etc.-that come together in taking 
just one fundamentally sound idea like highgrading and pushing 
it in the direction of a desirable end-use. 
Highgrading, as Tom Brandt would say, is the frontier of 
recycling. Best set up on the lip of a transfer pit, it requires a 
whole different processing and marketing system. In principle, 
it is a low volumelhigh return strategy that produces greater 
economic leverage than those forms of recycling that process 
post consumer wastes-paper, bottles, cans. Integrated into a 
comprehensive recycling system, highgrading can help provide 
the front monies to augment high volume recycling ,operations 
that are necessary but less productive. Highgrading is a key to 
moving recycling out of the era of subsidization and into that 
of self-reliance. -SA 
Dear Dan , Tom and Don, 
I've read your article "Mine the Trash Cans- Not the Land" 
the rcquin:d three times. plus marking it up extensively, and 
it rea lly is great that you ran on,e phase of recycli ng through 
"the high grading concept." , .. Attached are a few sugges­
tions in answer to your inquiry about "volumes of high grade 
materials ," I hope they arc of some interest to you .. , 
Cord ially. 
Al Hapke 
Somerset, California 
For about two and a half years I lived in Matancitas, Mexico ... where 
there is a $4 million sardine cannery. In connection with this operation, 
they of course had a weU-equipped machine shop, and out back they 
had over the years built up a big pile of scrap. 
One day I noticed that there was an itinerant smelter, a guy who 
knew a lot about metals, working around some holes in the ground 
We've Got to Start with Source Reduction 
Dear Ste\'e and Dan , 
Environm en talists may place all their hope and money on 
epara ting ami recycling as the answers to the garbage crisis .. . 
but years of behavior patterns centered around beliefs in un­
limited resources and a throwaway mentality, laced with a lack 
of government support, make institutionalizing recycling­
even an effective neighborhood depot syst em- a long hard 
batde. Looking at the options and solu tions, I conclude that 
no single method can provide a simple answer to ou r waste 
problem. Combining different approaches will form a more 
comprehensive solid waste strategy. Mother Natu re never said 
we had to lay all ou r bets on on!" solutio n! 
There is one strategy wh ich does get very close to the win­
ni ng number. It doesn't involve a gamble on government and 
IIldustry to get their acts together. It ' is centered around the 
real issue : not how to get rid of all the garbage we are produc­
ing, but reducing it before it entt:rs rhc solid waste stream. 
Source Reductlon. Evcry product comlflg into our homes, 
bus incsses and institu tions lcaves behind a waste stream. It is 
processed from raw materials through eaeh industrial step 
unti l it reaches the consumer. whcre all too often it is used for 
a short duration and the n bccomcs waste itsdf. Consider 
alone:: that packaging makes up to 3-112 tons of every 10 ron 
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torch and a hand rigged blast of heat, he was melting down the alumi­
num and copper and brass. Later he got around to making some of 
the iron pieces into pigs and bars. He used a couple of the young ap­
prentices from the machine shop when he needed help, and the whole 
thing cost the plant practically nothing.... 
The products were then used by the machine shop to make nuts 
and bolts, repair parts for various machines and the sardine boats. 
Those guys can make a hair-spring out of an ordinary nail. 
The though't that comes to my mind is that there must be a number 
of machine shops and other metal fabricating shops in your area and 
maybe they could use some of the materials that you might smelt 
down out of local scrap, and you could also get their tail ends for in­
creasing your volume of scrap. _. _ 
I don't know whether you have a person who knows about smelting 
of the back yard type, but from the information below, maybe you can 
find a Chinese resident who has worked in one of the operations in 
China and knows the trade.... 
Quoting from a book on Chinese economies! "In Wahun, a small 
blast furnace of 3.5 cubic meters, capable of producing 180 tons of 
steel per year employing 18 people in 3 shifts, cost only 200 yuan 
($100) and was constructed by twelve people over 9 days in 1958. 
. . . A large number of small blast furnaces of capacity up to 100 
cubic meters each, and a total capacity of 24,000 cubic meters, pro­
duced 50 percent of total pig iron output. and the quality was good. 
... In your operation you distributed information asking people to set 
aside metal products. A related item that could wash both hands of 
metal segregation and much needed [education I is in the wrecker's 
yard and in the area of abandoned cars. People should know what 
makcs a car tick. ... Instead of having mechanics in the school room . 
set the student to work segregating metal for your smelting works and 
learning about generators, as an example. by segrcgating the copper 
out, etc.... These places are schools without doors. as the cxpression 
goes, and they are a prime source for metal separation. as well as 
mining the surplus created by a business environment that operates 
in a climate of planned obsolescence and waste. Your metal high grad­
ing has the responsibility to encompass this obsolete car opportunity 
In the solid waste stream and is growing three times fa ster 
than the populat ion. Creative consumption can help us do 
something now to cu rb thc costs to the cn vi ronmcnt and ou r 
pocketbooks. It means discriminate purchasing : bu ying bu lk , 
refusing to buy items layered in plastic and styrofoam, avoid­
ing itcms designed fo r onc-t ime usc, lookIng for long-li fe 
products, consideri ng cloth napk llls, buying beer and bever­
ages in returnabk bottks. Think about how items ean bt: 
reused. Encourage your local sto re to cooperate with envi­
ronmental shopping awarencss, 
The whole appropriate technology movement is bcgging 
for involvement . The beauty of crt:ativc co nsumption is t hat 
cveryone can do ir now. No investment , no retrofitting, and 
very lit tle research is nccessary to get started . , . just a con­
scious effort [(l help dam up the solid waste Stream that IS 
draining our pocketbook as well as the environmen t. 
Yours , 
Nand ie Szabo 
Recycling In forma tio n, 
Oregon Department of Environmental Qual ity 
P.S. For some excellcnt ideas on how to push creative con­

sumpt ion in your community. wr ite to; Envi ronmental 

Shopping, 645 Madis()n Avt ., 9lh floor, New York, NY 

10022. 
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A Guide to Cooperative Alternatives 
including a Directory of Intentional 
Communities, Ed. by Paul Freundlich, 
Chris Collins, and Mikki Wenig, 1979, 
184 pp., $5.95 from: 
Communities 
P.O. Box 426 
Louisa, VA 23093 
For those of you who enjoy directories 
and resource guides, here's another to 
add to your eollection. Paul Freund­
lich, Chris Collins and Mikki Wenig of 
Communities, Journal of Cooperative 
Livillg have pulll:d together information 
on groups, organizations, individuals 
and publications who are working in 
such arcas as community organizing, 
health and well being, food, energy and 
environment, education, decision 
making, etc . Not only do they provide 
the reader with information on the dif­
ferent groups, but they have a general 
overview o n each area writte n by some­
one who is act ive in that ficJd. Also in­
cluded in each section is an article writ­
ren on a particular group (usually writ­
ten by someone in the group) which 
provides an even greater insight into the 
coo perative movement. - Y L 
The Portland Book: A Guide to Com­
munity Resources, Edited by Steve 
Johnson, 1979,208 pp., $6.95 plus 
504 postage from: 
Center for Urban Education 

0245 S.W. Bancroft 

Portland, OR 97201 

The Portland Book is described best by 
its editor, "a handbook of information 
sources in and about the Portland com­
munity, including descriptions of 2000 
organizations and 1000 documents." 
Steve Johnson, former Rain editor, has 
produced an excellent model for other 
communities who arc interested in pro­
viding their citizens with access to the 
wealth of knowledge and services that 
lie within their boundaries. Leafing 
through the pages, I came across such 
groups as the Cosmic Science Research 
Foundation, an information center de­
voted to sharing the ex panded teach­
ings of Jesus and preparing the world 
for visitors from other planets. I also 
realized that the Amateur Brewers 
can coexist in the same town with the 
Women's Christian Temperance Union. 
Government agencies. special libraries. 
local publicat io ns. essays on IOforma­
tion systems. trade and professio nal 
groups arc all listed in the guide. T his 
book is a must for anyone interested in 
learning about the nooks and crannies 
of Portland. - PC 
Working Together: A Manual for 
Helping Groups Work More Effectively, 
Bob Biagi, 1978,124 pp., $5.00 from: 
Citizen Involvement Training Project 
13 8 Hasbrouck 
University of Massachusetts 
Amherst, MA 01003 
This manual contains techniques and 
exercises to improve the group process 
skills of grass roots organizations. Em­
phasis is o n maximizing the usc of the 
group's human resources by increasing 
membership participation. Facil itating. 
group self-observat io n. listening and 
communicating and consensus decision 
making are skill areas covercd. --PC 
Urban Nongrowth: City Planning for 
People, Finkler, Toner and Popper, 
1976, $16.50 from: 
Praeger Publishers 
111 Fourth Avenue 
New York, NY 10003 
This lay in my· pill:s for many moons 
because I thought it was going to be 
another land use planning tract. Fortu­
nately it isn't. It is an exploration of 
community power and an explosion of 
the development myths that a com­
munity must say yes to every crackpot­
ripoff development scheme. It even 
makes an excellent case against land 
usc zoning. arguing that a community 
should keep its land in the most restric­
tive use and parcd it out piece by picce 
to other uses- giving more bartering 
power to the community . It makes a 
convincing case that land usc plann ing 
without economic planni ng is useless. 
An impo rtant and thought-provoki ng 
document for anyone intef\;sted in 
local self-reliance or control of local 
economies. - TB 
~ APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY ~ 

] /4:':"" '\)
Making Charcoal: The Retort Method, ~ $/- '('~ $2.25 from: 1 . ~ <­u ~-. - ' 5".k~ 0 t'VITA 
.... .---: _ _ _ "' U 01 
3706 Rhode Island Ave. ~ CD~~- ',>,Mt. Ranier, MD 20822 

Plans and instruction for constructing a ~ .-t~ , 

portable charcoal retort from 55-ga\lon 
 &](;..r . . \ . ~";'.. 
_ \ -: -. . . 1.' ,drums- can be used to produce useful 

tars as a byproduct or to be partially 8r t ck or 51"-----"= one .". -- ~~\... . ~ 

self-fueling. - TB 

Appropriate Technology-Technology 
with a Human Face, P.D. Dunn, 1978, 
$5.95 from : 
Schocken Books 
200 Madison Ave. 
New York, NY 10016 
An excellent overview of the applicatio n 
of a.t. in developing countries and the 
work of the Intermediate Technology 
Devclopment Group in particular. Illus­
trated with many speci fic ex amples of 
projects and tlquipment develo ped and 
applied in a wide variety of l;O unt ries. 
A good overv iew of the other side of thc 
a.t . coin from that scen in the U.S. - TB 
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South America. Morrison's study is as 
absorbing as his quest that led to under­I GOOD THINGS ~ standing. - TB 
TABLE •. 

Average Annual On-sitc, Collection, and Treatment Costs pcr Household (1978 $) 

Mean 
Costsl On~ite Collection Treatment 
Household Costs Costs Costs 
LOW COST 
Pour flush toilet 18.7 18.7 
Pit privy 28 .5 28.5 
Communal toilet 34.0 34.0 
Vacuum truck cartage 37.5 16.8 14.0 6.6 
Low cost septic tanks 51.6 51.6 
Composting toyets 55.0 47.0 8.0 
Bucket cartage 64.9 32.9 26.0 6.0 
MEDIUM COST 
Sewered aquaprivyl 159.2 89.8 39.2 30.2 
Aquaprivy 168.0 168.0 
Japanese vacuum truck 187.7 128.0 34 .0 26.0 
HIGH COST 
Septic tanks 369.2 332.3 25.6 11.3 
Sewerage 400.3 201.6 82.8 115.9 
ITo account for large differences in the number of users, per capita costs were used and 
scaled up by the cross-country average for six persons per household. 
~~ 
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Alternative Systems, twice yearly, free 
from: 
Office of Public Affairs 
State Water Resources Control Board 
P.O. Box 100 
Sacramento, CA 95801 
News of California state projects and 
publications, federal activities, alterna­
tive systems conferences and puhlica­
tions . May develop into a good net­
working publication for "official" de­
velopments in sewage alternatives. - TB 
Appropriate Sallitatioll Alternatives: 

Summary Report, P.U. Report No. 

RES 20, Feb. 1979, John Kalbermatter, 

from: 

The World Bank 
1818 H St. N.W. 
Washington, DC 20433 
I've only seen this summary report and 
the IDRC Low Cost Technology Options 
bihliography reviewed in the June HAl N 
but from the looks of them, this study 
is the best thing that's happened yet in 
low-cost sanitation. The summary sur­
veys about a dozen experienced options 
ranging from Improved Ventilation Priv­
ies to pour-flush toilets to vacuum cart­
age to small diameter sewer systems, 
compares their full economic costs, 
including house plumbing and water 
supply, examines what health hazards 
can and can't be lessened with different 
uptions, and develops strategies shuw­
ing wh ich ones can later be easily and 
cheaply upgraded to other more con­
venient and sanitary options by indi­
viduals. They make a clear distinction 
between economic costs- the appropri­
ate full real costs to society, and finan­
cial costs (where manipulation of inter­
est rates, externalized costs, tax breaks, 
etc ., change who pays)- whieh are 
social policies and therefore subject to 
change. A must for anyone dealing wit h 
alternative sewage. - TB 
Pathways to the Gods, Tony Morrison, 
1978, $12.95 from: 

Harper & Row 

10 E. 53rd St. 

New York, NY 10022 

The gigantic figures and lines crisscross­
ing the deserts of South America have 
been a disturbing puzzle ever since their 
discovery. Of huge size, often visible 
only from the air, and leading nowhere , 
they havc been attributed to everything 
from neolithic solar observatories to 
landing fields for extra-terrestrial vi s· 
itors . They seem, at last, to have found 
a commonsense explanation in the 
spiriwal practices common throughout 
Wild thistles growing In nearby hltlS, It lelt 10 soak fa, a fe.... days. 
can De transformed In lO coarse handmade paper 
The Miracle of Flight, Stephen Dalton, 
1977, $14.95 from: 
McGraw-Hili Book Co. 
1221 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10036 
How do flies land on ceilings? 1I0w do 
bumblebees fly , and why do butterflies 
leave invisible smoke rings behind them 
in the air? How do frisbees and flying 
saucers levitate? This book doesn't 
answer the last question, but through 
beautiful photography, diagrams and 
text explains many of the mysteries of 
insect and bird flight, and the evolution 
of people-flight. Anyone who has ever 
sat and watched a hawk soar or a hum­
mingbird do its amazing aerial gymnas­
tics will appreciate and mjoy. - TB 
Making Artists' Tools, Vance Studley, 
1979,144 pp., hardback $15.95 from: 
Van Nostrand Reinhold Co. 
450 W. Hrd St. 
New York, NY 10001 
Solutions to problems are all too often 
limited by the tools we have on hand . 
The ability to make our own tools al­
lows us to step beyond that limitation 
and offers a greater range of expression. 
Instructions for creating brushes, quills, 
calligraphy pens, printmaking imple­
ments and paper arc described and 
illustrated. Rainbow crayons are formed 
from n:cyc\ed crayon bits. A bamboo 
paint brush is made by burying the end 
of a bamboo section in the ground. 
After several months the biodegrading 
action of the soil forms the strands 
from the bamboo fibril. 1\ large portion 
of the book is devoted to the multiple 
uses of bamboo as artistic instrumcnts . 
Making Artists ' Tools is effective at 
jarring your imagination and your mind 
to the wide range of techniques avail­
able with homemade tools - PC 
-----
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Not to upset the solar applecart, but by now it should be a 
familiar theme to RAIN readers that the right tools applied in 
the wrong context will do nothing to solve our problem~-
and may even exacerbate them. The following article by Peter 
Calthorpe and Susan Benson, reprinted from Progressive Archi­
tecture, April 1979, couldn't have come too soon. Taking th e 
cold facts on the costs of urban sprawl (see RAIN, May 1976) 
one step further, they argue convincingly that without re­
working the gluttonous energetics of typical development 
patterns, self-styled "solar suburbs " could condemn us to 
repeat the mistakes of the past under the guise of saving a 
little energy. There are many other factors to consider in re­
shaping our settlements for sustainability. Lots of pith here­
read it thoroughly. (Thanks to Dave Deppen ) - SA 
By Peter Calthorpe and Susan Benson 
The sohr shadow: A discussion of issues eclipsed 
Every good presentation on solar energy seems to start with 
some slides of a New Mexi co cliff dwelling , such as Mesa 
Verde. The normal discussion centers on the orientation, 
shading, solar gain, and sometimes defense aspec ts of the 
dwelling. What is not mentioned is the coherence of the com­
munity, the density, the shared spaces, and the integration of 
all daily activities. Only after years of U.S. domination does 
one find the pueblos beginning to spread ove r larger areas, 
losing their center and common ground . The lesso ns to be 
learned from the pueblo are more than solar thermodynamics. 
However, solar energy isbecoming a panacea for our energy 
ills, the answer of soft technology. There is now a danger of 
this bright technology casting what is perhaps a long shadow 
over the broader issues of the patterns of growth and devel­
opment and their effects on resources, the environment, and 
people's lives. The form and density of housing , the land use 
patterns , and the resulting transportation systems have a much 
greater potential for energy savings than any solar applications. 
If our community scale development is rational, residential 
solar applications need provide little more than marginal im­
provements. 
Development must be seen in a social) 
political and environmental context in which 
solar and other alternative technologies are 
toolsJor new settlement patterns rather than 
compensations Jor the Jaults oj the old . .. 
A building is tied to energy use not only by its structural 
and mechanical design, but by its connections to employment 
areas, community services, and by its implicit infrastructure: 
the amount of pipes, roads, and utility wires it demands . Since 
the Second World War the predom inan t symbols of our pro­
gress have been the growth of suburbia, freeways, and high­
rise office buildings. These developments create an infra­
structure and a development pattern which must be rethought 
at the same time that alternate energy solutions are developed . 
If they arc not, there \s a danger that solar and othcr alternate 
energy sourceS may become a mechanism to perpetuate these 
inefficient pattcrns rather than a means to a more environ­
mentally sound culture. 
The present emphasis of solar development assumes the 
continuing expansion of suburbia. The passive home designs , 
the active syste.!11s modeled at the universities, and a good 
part of the federal research and demonstration programs are 
focused on the single-family dwelling. 
Beyond 

It has been estimated that if all the single-family homes 
built between now and 1990 employ passive solar heating and 
cooling systems , as much oil will be saved as is expected to be 
recovered from the Alaskan North Slope. However, if th e in­
creased number of automobile trips resulting from this sprawl­
ing growth between now and 1990 were figured into a net 
energy analysis, thc savings from passive solar would be 
greatly outweighed. 
Fuel for transit is not the only resource demanded in large 
quantity by single-family suburban development. Land is 
another. Most common zoning restrictions and development 
patterns require the single-family dwelling to "float" on its 
site surrounded by minimum setbacks from the street and 
neighbo ring lots. 
Beyond land and transit, the potential energy savings from 
solar heating and cooling of buildings is greatly overestimated 
because of the inherent ineffici ency of our most common 
housing forms. Without solar and with a more severe climate, 
Sweden employs approximately 50 percent less per capita 
energy use for residential heating than that used in the U.S . 
Building scale, shared walls and floors, infrastructure, district 
heating , and better insulation could greatly reduce the energy 
demands of new housing. 
The cost of sprawl 
A thorough invcstigation of the resource and environmental 
cost of new developments was made in 1975 by the Real Es­
tate Research Corporation . The study, "The Costs of Sprawl," 
assesses six model community types most likely to occur on 
undeveloped land adjacent to existing metropolitan arcas . In 
the last decade, 70 percent of the growth in this country oc­
curred in such areas. Each community type used in the study 
contains the same amount of land - 6,000 acres-has 10,000 
dwclling units , and a population of 33,000. The communities 
arc made up of single-family detached homes, clustered 
single-family homes, townhouses, two-story walk-up apart­
ments, six-story apartmen ts, and a combination of the above. 
The resulting land use diagrams of the housing types 
showed a 200 peret:nt difference in the amount of land con­
sumed between th e higher- and lower-density housing pro­
jects. The comparison yields an identical contrast with respect 
to capital costs of construction, which reflect resources con­
sumed in budding and to some degree the amount of pollution 
produced in the process (Fig. 1). The energy consumption of 
each housing scheme is determined primarily by the amount 
of automobile use within the development area, combined 
with the residential heating and cooling consumption . Even 
though the study doesn't include the dfccts of the develop­
ment's location with respect to job or town centers , the 
resulting energy consumption differellCl: between the high­
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solar heating where cement-bloch common walls 
provide tbermal mass, sound insulation and fire 
safety. Tbis system requires about Olle-half the nm~ greenhouse area and half the tbermal mass as a 
passive single-jil1nily home in the same climate.~_ l lIl
. ~ " ,,'r-i Developers: Environmental Community Housing
.1 n ,j:.~ Organization. Archit ec ts: Van del' Ryn, CaltborpeIMr-'" and Ptrs. 
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and low-density models is nearly 100 perccnt (Fig. 2). In all 
the issues contrasted, high-density planned developments had 
a more benign environmental impact than low density sprawl. 
Let us assume that a solar installation, either passive or 
active, can reduce the energy consumption of each dwelling 
for heating, cooling, and hot water by 50 percent on a na­
tional average. (Although solar can provide up to 70 percent of 
a building's needs, the cost effectiveness of such high per­
formance systems falls off radically .) This 50 pe rcent reduc­
tion would produce a new graph (Fig. 2) in which the aver­
age energy consumption for each solar single-family dwelling 
would still exceed the consumption of the nonsolar climati­
cally unresponsive higher density planned dwelling by 30 
percent! This solar application would not significantly affect 
the water and pollution, transit, or land use comparisons. 
It would, however, raise the capital costs for the low-density 
model significantly, fueling the argument that only a financial 
dite can afford such an environmentaHy responsive future. 
A more concrete example of these issues is given by a well­
designed passive solar home located on the tOP of the highest 
ridge in the California Coastal mountain range. Just down the 
ridge is another house under construction of a more standard 
variety . Comparison of the energy and environmental impacts 
of the two houses shows that the real differences are small. 
Both consume bcautiful open space located near metropolitan 
arcas which should be preserved for public usc. They will 
probably produce the same amount of solid waste and con­
sume the same amount of materials and energy in construc­
tion . Both demand an equally irresponsible infrastructure cost 
in roads and utilities. Finally, in gross energy terms the annual 
energy consumed commuting to town far outweighs the 
energy saved by the solar system. A 70 percent solar contribu­
tion for a well-insulated house in this climate will provide 
around 21 million BTU (MBtu) per year. Assuming 15 miles 
per gallon, a round trip to the town located 30 miles away will 
consume .52MBtu. This means that 260 commute days per 
year, excluding shopping, school, and other trips, will con­
sume 135 MBtu or 6-112 times the energy provided by the 
solar system. And commuting represents only 45 percent of 
the avcrage family's mileage . 
Clearly, a comprehensive energy analysis of dcvelopmcnt 
patterns shifts attention from energy technologies to patterns 
bascd on social and economic structures. 
Transit 
Transportation is the largest nonindustrial energy consumer we 
have, accounting for 25 percent of the national energy con­
sumption. In this realm, as is so often stated for solar design; 
conservation should precede the implementation of alternativc 
fuel sources. The simplest technique for reducing transporta­
tion is to minimi,-e th e distances between home and work, 
home and commerce, home and school. The reduction of the 
national average of 13,000 miles traveled per capita would 
not only be environmemally responsible but perhaps would 
provide a higher quality of life. The typical family living out­
side the city limits travels 23 percent more miles or approxi­
mately 35M Btu more per year than the city dweller. This 
amount of energy would heat an avcrage low-rise condomini­
um in town for one year. 
The overall densities, the pattern of daily activities, and 
the alternate transit systems available are the issucs critical to 
reducing total auto miles traveled for individuals. Distribution 
of employment sites (decentralizing downtown employment 
concentrations), decentralization of commercial site location 
(presence of local ne ighborhood storcs and services), and 
transit networks (buses, trains, trolleys, bicycles, pedestrian 
paths) become the significant variables. These concerns in 
turn can help recreate the kind of human scale urban ameni­
ties, such as cafcs, neighborhood parks, and local shops, which 
make higher density communities desirable . 
Form, density, and scale 
Beyond the implications of density , scale , and pattern on 
transit are some simple thermodynamic laws relating building 
form to energy consumption. 
The question of optimum building massing, size, and orien­
tation is a complex field and is extremely case spccific with 
respect to climate and building use. However, it has consistent­
ly been shown that row houses and walk-up apartments are 
more energy efficient than single-family dwellings or high-
rise apartment buildings . 
The old row house with proper orientation, massing, and 
its common walls can achieve thermodynamic results similar 
to those of underground houses which have become a symbol 
of energy-conserving, extremely well-insulated, environmen­
tally responsive design. The potential energy demand of a 
multiple-family dwelling can be one-h~lf that of a single­
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family home. The common walls of a typical row house 
represent 40 percent of the building's exterior. Whiil' bury­
ing 40 percent of the single-family dwelling would achieve 
nearly the same thermodynamic results as common walls, it 
would be at greater COst. 
There appears to be a range o f optimum building forms 
and scaks dependent on usc. In housing, these optimums not 
only are more cost effective for solar applications but seem to 
coincide with the requirements of efficient transit for higher 
density developments. In addition, the low-riSe, high-density 
housing forms are more suitable for district heating and usc 
of the waste heat produced by electrical generation (co­
generation). 
The use of appropriate glass orientation, thermal mass, 
shading, and passive' solar systems can significantly improve 
the performance of all forms . However, the single-family 
dwelling demands more extensive and therefore more expen­
sive modification to provide for its consistently higher energy 
requirements. There arc many examples of excellent passive 
designs for single-fami ly residences but very few for multi­
ple-family applications. This is not because passive solar is 
inappropriate for these building types; in fact the reduced 
loads tend to make this application morc cost effective. 
Lack of development is due to both common preconceptions 
and gowrnment policy about passive solar feasibility . 
Higher density housing and mixed-usc planning also 
address the larger social issues surrounding the decay of 
American cities. Ironically, the solution of those urban prob­
il'ms may be more energy efficient than solar. Climate­
responsive design, including solar systems where applicable, 
can have its greatest impact in urban centers. 
Some recent development plans, focused more on creating 
humane and vital town centers than energy or resource con­
servation, present many of theSe ecological features. The re­
cently adopted Capital Area plan for Downtown Sacramento 
calls for mixed, low-rise residential and commercial develop­
ment in a zone dominated by office buildings evacuated every 
day at 5 :00. Although the plan calls for energy conserving 
features in buildings, conservation was not used as a major 
rationail' for the land usc . But these mixed-usc high-density 
plans will minimize the transit, infrastructure , distribution, 
heating, and cooling requirements of these areas . 
The primary image of solar suburhan development , in 
con trast, has been a decen trali zed, do-it-yoursel f, smail-busi­
ness alternative to massive technologies. In a direct way, the 
solar home reinforces the notion of living autonomously and 
therefore diminishes the sense of interdependence necessary 
for comprehensive solutions to interactive environmemal 
probil'ms. 
The alternative to singil'-family detached solar homes is 
not necessarily il'isure condominiums or high-rise housing 
projects. Individual expression in a planned high-density 
context is J\:monstrated in residential areas of many older 
cities where architectural diversity, visual eompil'xity, and 
personal uses still exist. In Vermon t , some individualized 
high-density bousing was developed by commonly building 
a foundation (with correct so lar orientation) and allowing 
individuals to build as they pleased on any purchased section. 
Row-house zoning allows cohesive development by individuals. 
Residential cooperatives offcr an opportunity for groups of 
individuals to participatc in designing complexes which arc 
normally left to speculative dcvelopcrs . 
It is clear that the infrastructure, pattern, density, and 
transit networks of residential developmcnt can have greater 
impact on resource conservation and energy consumption 
than any alternative technology . Development must be seen 
in a social, political, and environmental context in which 
solar and other alternative technologics arc tools for new 
settlement patterns rather than compensations for the 
faults of the old. DOD 
"Heprinted f rom tbe April 1979 issue of Progressive A rcbitecture. 
WOOD 
HEATING 
NEWS 
By Bill Day 
The year 1979 is going to be historically 
significant as the year alternative energy 
use fir st received an honest acceptance 
by the citi zens o f the United States o f 
America . Numerous nuclear accidents 
and ncar disasters have begun to embar­
rass the Department of Enngy as the 
majority of its research and develop­
ment mo ney has been wasted in this 
field for over twenty years . Consumers 
and small independent businesses have 
developed eco nomically feasible hard­
ware which effectivel y harnesses wind, 
direct so lar radiation , and direct bio­
mass fuel combustio n to produce 
needed energy. 
/I. recent report of special significance 
was delayecl in reaching the public. The 
report : "Assessment o f Proposed Federal 
Tax Credits for Residential Wood Burn­
ing Equipment" prepared by Bouz, 
Allen & Hamilton, March 21. 1979 
(EC-77-C-03-1693) , was financed by the 
Department of Energy. Its contents in­
dicate that every aspect of a tax credit 
would be favorable . The report takes 
into account such items o f significance 
as: 
1. Historical Sales & Market Trends 
2. Equivalent Oil Savings Vl:rSUS 
Tax Revenue Loss 
3. Safety & Performance Standards 
4. Environmental Impacts 
5. Resource Availabili t y 
6. Balance of Payments Impacts 
7. Consumer Economics 
8. Employment and other Social 
Impacts 
In each area, the "Booz-Allen" rl'­
c: port indicates a positive benefit of tax 
o
... credits designed to accelerate the use ofOJ 
-s.. wood fucled home heating equipment.
3 It is easy to understand the extreme
'" embarrassment of the D.O.E. caused by 
their political, hureaucratie hungling 
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which has resulted in the lack of tax 
credits promoting usc o f wood fuel as 
an o ffset for fossil fuels and dangerous 
nuclear powered thermal electric gen­
erators. Copies of this report arc avail­
able through the Department of Energy, 
Washington, D.C. I urge you request a 
copy. Obviously, the findings in the 
" Booz-Allen" report arc in direct con­
fl ict with present White House policy. 
Wood 'n Energy, Spring 1979 (pub. by 
The Society for the Protection of New 
Hampshire Forests, 5 S. State St., Con­
cord, NH 03301), reports that Ron 
Saldi of Williamstown, Vermont, is suc­
cessfully operating a wood-fired hot 
water heating system in his new shop­
ping center . Approximately 21,000 sq . 
ft . of space in a renovated school build­
ing was maintained at 72 degrees for 
winter 1978 at a fuel cost savings of 
$20,000. (Oil costs were estimated at 
52.9 cents per ga!.). Of special interest 
is the notice of severance of the rela­
tionship between the "Society" and 
Wood Energy Institute . 
I recommend membership in the 
Society for Protection of New Hamp­
shire Fort:sts to those who arc serious 
about wood energy and its usc. 
Individual memberships are $10 per 
year ($6 for students and senior citi­
zens) . 
Correspondence should be addressed 
to the above . 
Higher prices of fossil fuel will induce a 
shortage of high quality wood burning 
appliances this year. World-wide de­
mand will exceed the product avail­
abili ty by approximately 100 percent 
(autho r's estimate) . During periods of 
shortage it is reasonablc to expect a 
pro lifera tion of poor quality, less dur­
able, lower efficiency products being 
sold to the gullible, panicking consumer. 
Ch imney sweeps (and a few reputable 
retailers) arc beginning to question 
safety problems associated with "fire­
place inserts," sales of which are sweep­
ing the marketplace. These devices are 
usually designed to slip into thc fire­
placc cavity. M any of these u nits are 
difficult to remove for periodic chim­
ney cleaning. None I have seen so far 
have made any provision for removing 
accumulated soot or creosote . Some 
units even require parts replacement, 
if lor when the unit is rcmoved for 
cleaning. Another potential problem is 
the possibility of live embers being 
sprayed into the home by a unit in 
wh ich high velocity air passages may be 
separated from the fire box by only one 
layer of steel. Photographic evidence of 
this problem with fireplace heat ex­
changers is included in safe ty presenta­
tions made by the Orego n Enngy Ex­
tension Service, Corvall is, Orego n. 
I FOOD I 
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Does Everything 'Cause Cancer? A Food 
Safety Primer, Greta Bunin and Michael 
Jacobson, 11 pp., 1979, $1.00 ea. ($.50 
ea. for orders of 10 or more) from: 
Center for Science in the Public 
Interest 
1755 SSt., N.W. 
Washington, DC 20009 
"The use of saccharin instead of sugar 
and corn sweeteners [in soft drinksJ 
results in a total excess charge to thc 
consumer of about $280 million per 
year." With saccharin being such a 
money maker for the food industry, it 
is no wonder why the business is so 
reluctant to sec it banntd. This contro­
versy, over whether or not to ban sac­
charin and other carcinogens, is causing 
confusion amongst the general public . 
Greta Bunin and Michael Jacobson of 
the Center fo r Science in thc Public In­
tercst have tried to case some of this 
confusion by writing a booklet entitled 
Does Everything Cause Cancer? A Food 
Safety Primer. In it , not only do they 
address the issuc of saccharin and ni­
trates, but they also examine the con­
troversy over whether or not to streng­
then or weaken the Ddaney Amend­
ment­ the piece of legislation which 
prohibits th e usc of a fo od additive if 
it causes cancer. Because t he booklet 
is limittd in size, it docs not answer all 
the questions regarding thcse subjects. 
However, it does providc an ovtrview of 
the problem which will be useful as an 
educational too!' - Y L 
Edible City Resource Center 
The center located in Eugene, Oregon 
was formed to help coordinate the 
urban agriculture movement in that 
area. Consultation, education scrvices 
and agriculture demonstrations are 
offered. Currently , the center has a con­
tract to develop a four-phased agricul­
ture program for the Whiteaker Neigh­
borhood. The phases are : neighborhood 
fa rms pruject, bloc~ and community 
farms with gardens, fruit and nut t rees 
and smal l an imals; schuol garden proj· 
ect, gardening and nutri tion educa­

tional programs ; edible tree project , 

neighborhood wide community 

orchard system, tree planting , main­

tenance; neighburhood outreach proj 

ect, educational and technical support 

services for the long-term maintenance 

of the previous phases . For further 

information write : 

Edible City Resource Center 

c/o P.O. Box 3282 

Eugene, OR 97403 

-PC 
~ BAD GUYS I 

Hamburger USA, American Friends 

Service, 278 slides with 28 minute 

eassette tape, 1978, $75 per copy, $15 

per showing, from: 

Return to Resources and Social 
Order Program 
American Friends Service Committee 
2160 Lake Street 
San Francisco, CA 94121 
If our country is serious about reducing 

its energy consumption we should en­

courage the decentralization of the food 

industry. (I n the win ter 70 percent of 

the lettuce in Boston salads is transpor­

ted from California .) The wasteful usc 

of fossil fuels for transportation and 

production of food is only one of many 

effects resulting from corporate invo lve­

ment in what we cat. Hamburger US'A, 

a colored slide show, uses the cheese­
~ ,  
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burger as a tool to demonstrate the 

extent of eco nomic concl:ntrat ion in 

the foo d system. Each part o f the sand­

wich is examined from bun to burger. 

We see ho w public supported universi­

ties have developed mechanized farm 

equipment to pick tomatoes which has 

resulted in unemployment for the farm 

laborer and contributed to the factors 

causing the sale of thousands of small 

farms . The show is both entertaining 

and informative, h ighlighting the en­

vironmental and social costs of agri­

business. Oh yes , the alternativl:s arc 

men tioned also- food co-ops , ~)rgan i c 

farming, farm ers' markets, etc. A good 

introduction to th e world accordi ng 

to Kra ft . - PC 
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Put aSunbeam 

inYour~nk 

Early last y ear we asked RAIN readers for suggestio ns on 
booking up solar collectors to honze hot water systems. In the 
confusion after our house burned, the responses got buried 
and forgotten. I finally got to them last month, much to my 
delight at the good things lying there. j ohll Broberg's recom­
m endations mesh beautifully with tbe feedback we 've gotten 
on demand water heaters. People we 've talked to using gas 
demand heaters are well satisfied. The units are well des igned, 
competitive in cost , and can deliver adequate heat. As gas 
water heaters are d ifficult to convert to solar, adding a sep
arate solar prebeat tank to an existing gas water beater, or 
onverting the present heater to solar storage and lI sing a de
mand beater for backup heat seem sensible. 
Electric units are a different picw re. Most electric wa ter 
beaters can, according to julm and others, be easily cOl/verted 
tI) do bo th solar storage alld backup heating by procedures 
ou tlined below. As we don 't recomme~ld any of the electric 
demand heaters presently on the market, that seems to be the 
way to go. We have tested tbe Instant-Flo unit (Lbe only UL 
approved electric demand heata on the market> arId our ex­
perie1l ce paralleled that of other people we 've beard from. The 
units, with no direct competition, are highly overpriced ($120 
each). The heating elements, which seem to blow out fre
quently, are IIOt your standard $5 replaceable element, but 
require replaceme1Jt of the elllire unit at 80 percen t of retail 
cost (or $961). Their performance seems erratic, th ey don't 
seem to deliver as much heat as tbey ure supposed to, tbeir 
J70 w is limited (114" tubing), and tbe:v requ ire wiring as heavy 
as a k itchen range. Like all electric demand units, they add to 
peak load generatillg conditiO/IS rather tban Lessefling them . 
all electric units, tank c01lversion seems to be tbe wa.y to go 
rigbt now. My apologies for being so slow in passing this all 011 
to you. Thallks. john. and everyone who sen t all the good in­
f ormation to us. --TB 
Dear RAIN; 
I insta!l so lar systems here in Florida, and have plumbed 
many conventional tanks for sola r. Most hot water heaters 
here arc d t etric, and it is fairl y easy to do with an electric 
heater. Conver.sio n takes a little lo nger, but you get the use of 
you r old tan k until it wears out. With natural gas heaters, the 
situation is a little different , as I will explain . 
Bas icall y a solar tank needs four fittings : one pair for the 
collector loop (to and from collector) and one pair fo r th e 
house (cold water supply in a-nd hot water ou t ). Fortunately, 
every electric HW heater has 4 or 5 holes in it. These arc: 
CW in, HW out, drain, pressure re lief valve, and lower heating 
element. Lower heati ng elements can be removed and replaced 
with an adaptor to pipe. T he upper heati ng element is re tamed 
for backup. 
The supply to'the collector should be taken from a point 
near the bottom of t he tank, where the water is coldest. Since 
tank bottoms scale up , the supply should be taken out about 
four inchcs above the bottom to prevent dirty water from 
going through the collector loop. 
The return from the collector should not be at the top of 
the tank . Instead, the return should be just below the upper 
heating element ( suggested 4-8" below). In a solar tank thi! 
would be through a side entrance. When adapting, we can use 
a modified dip tu be to bring the return to where we want it 
(see drawings). Doing this will mi nimize the use of back-up 
electricity. 
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County Energy Plan Guidebook­

Creating a Renewable Energy Plan, 

Alan Okagaki and Jim Benson, July 

1979,192 pp., S7.50 individuals and 

public interest groups, S15 all others 

from: 

going to bt:. The goal of thc People's 
Energy Plan is to compost: county-wide 
reports which will examine the total 
energy used, how much can be saved 
through co nservation , and what percen­
tage of the remainder ca..'l be replaced 
by uSing renewable energy sources. Jim 
Benson and Alan Okagaki's guidebook 
is a vcritable cookbook on how to pre­
prod uct . Although no o ne has had an 
opportunity to sec if this guidebook 
works (to the best of my knowledge) 
it appears that if you follow th e sug­
gestio ns in the book, you r plan will be a 
vital part of th is ambitious and needed 
project . Let me know how it works ou t. 
- YL 
Weatherization Materials Handbook, 
Institute for Ecological Policies 
9208 Christopher St. 
Fairfax, VA 22031 
703/691-1271 
In tb~ May 1979 Issue of RAIN, I 
mentio ned the People's Energy Plan 
an d that a guidebook was availablc to 
he lp wr ite thesl:. plans. I have fin ally re­
ceived my co py of the guidebook and 
it appears to ht: t:verything it said it was 
pare these plans . Not only docs it con­
raj n specific recipes for calculating total 
energy use for various sectors of society 
and what ways that energy can be re­
duced, it also contains many charts and 
figures which will he helpful in prepar­
ing your local plan . The book also con­
tains s~c tions on why we need such an 
cnt: rgy plan and what metho ds to use to 
write an d implement the completed 
1979, $6 from: 
Institute for Local Self-Reliance 
1717 18th St. N.W. 
Washington, DC 20009 
Th is handbook dOl'Sn ' t attem pt to cover 
the already well-do ne area of how or 
how mlteb ti> weat herize a house . What 
it docs, an d docs well, is give a clear 
and solid explanation of the properties 
of various insulation, caulking, storm 
When water comes back from the collector hotter than the 

thermostat setting on the upper element, it will rise and keep 

the element off. If it comes back warm, it will leave hot water 

in the top of the tank undisturbed, waiting for use. When use 

occurs, then the solar preheated water moves to the top of 

the tank and is boosted to 130 degrees or so. On a good day 

the element may never go on. A cloudy day may see it on a 
 ~ 
lot. 
• • • ~ 
All the above applies to electric systems which adapt very ~ 

well to solar. Gas systems are a little different. A gas HW 

heater has the heat source at the bottom; therefore it will 
 ! 
heat the cntire tank regardless of any solar input (the thermo­

stat sticks through where the control box is). You will then 

be supplying hot water to the collector! To avoid this it is 
 I recommend using rock wool, because it won't burn , and 
necessary to use a two-tank system if you want gas backup. disconnecting the gas entirely. If some(Jnc trics to light suchIf you just want to use the tank for 100 percent solar, you 
a tank, NOT knowing it's plugged full of insulat ion , it could
can (see figures below). In a two-tank system, you usc a be dangerous . preheat tank which is sized for your entire demand (maybe 

a used tank). The backup tank should be the existi ng or new 
 OTHER NOTES:
small gas water heater_Such two-tank systems can be used 1. If you don't remove the lower electric heating clement, be 
with electric but arc not as easy or cOSt effective as thc other 
sure to turn it down al l the way or d isco nnect It pro perly. 
methods. You might use it if you had a good small electric 2. Add extra insulation to the tank . Johns Manville makestank and needed a much larger volume of storage . As you can 
a kit, or just wrap some insul ation an d tape o r t ie It to the 
sec , there are a lot of ways to do it. tank.If you have a gas tank and you want to go 100 percent 3. Set thermostat as low as you can (experiment).
solar with no back-up, you can put some insulation down in 4. Insulate all HW lines , especially to and from t he collector.
the flue of the tank. If you don't, you will lose a lot of heat. 5. All lines to t he collector should be lIZ " copper or larger. 
6. Connect copper to steel pipe through diekctric couplings 
_~ or unions, o r use brass nipples . 
~., __ ,.•,....'" "'~I\OO" 7. eom pipc in,uh,ioo <xpo~'d to the sun. Use alumi!lUm 
: '; •... '.. 'lil~~_ foil, or speCial tapes made for that purpose. Pamt wil l help 
, -.- . .' .. ~ ..""...... $UI'fl!IIM6 C()Ww~R1b'f ' h h ' I
'\. _.,: !.....;. lla.SIIIEAr" " .6Iif. ..... ,. 'f~Nt.( ~ I you don t ave ~nyt mg e se. . " 
G£r ,.~,.Ii I>&>foIToA. ...' F!:~~' Usc freeze protectIon , Hot water reCircu lation m warm 
~Ofo\ VL"!>IUUof"TO' I d' d . Id I
"'z,"'TlIItuop. eoRe oc.4'- .: p aces, ram own m co p aces, 
01'1 UIS'l4I to Ill." PIf1£ _ ~ '" ... 9. Us.: an air vent to let out air. Bt'll & Gossd No.7 or No. 
Goe.!. TlIItlA. N,WIII " pf JIUoIIII 0 " 1)oNIC.. .' 67 '11 k
'1'ol'llo'l1b.lP. li'IT'O f~1(. "" _.' WI wor . 

~-r~f.I,&l4~IF~Go'!!''£.~s t 10. Install check valve in r.:tu rn line to prevent reverse
J,lr.' '" PliLEa'IeIC. COIIf'U" ~,......... . 

'hSoIIN6 POoJ'T"SGIIII\oJU>MR ~Gr-..:Nft)OF,..,. ~ thermosyphonmg.~1.1)oHI( -tIIc.OdQ'GIf,' -. ......... ,0/. IF 'fOM CoIIH"I'.f'O/OIC)11; U. LDf' 11 . Do n't think there is a nyth ing magic about manu factured 
components. Do make surl' you und~rstand the prin<.:iplc: 
before you try to improvise. 
Hope you can svrt t his all out. 
Sincerely, 
John Broberg 
1399 Piney Rd. 
Ft. Myers, FL 33903 
!
()
.., 
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window and other materials, their dura­
bil ity and cautions on their uses, cost 
in formation and manufacturers of the 
vario us products and equipment. Parti· 
cularly valuable coverage of hazards 
and improvements in foamed insula­
t io ns and cellulose insulation. A re­
source that every weatheriza tion project 
should have . -TB 
Windows for Energy Efficient Buildings, 
free from: 
Energy Efficient Windows Program 
c/o Stephen Selkowitz 
Bldg. 90, Room 3111 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
1 Cyclotron Bldg. 
Berkeley, CA 94720 
A DO E-sponsored publication to nct­
work research and development relating 
to window efficiency. Contains research 
reports, new products, research fund­
ing opportunities, patents, etc. Focus 
tends to be high-tech . Price information 
would add realism to exotic product 
information. -TB 
Nuclear Shut-Down 
Is Nuclear·Free America possible today? 
If so, how much will it cost? Numbers 
put together at Barry Commoner's Cen­
ter for tht~ Biology of Natural Systems 
by Rich Carlson, David Freedman and 
Robert Scott show that 63 of the 71 
currently licensed nuclear power plants 
can be. shut down immediately with no 
loss of ekctrical output or rel iability . 
The remaining 8 plants can be phascu 
out in the next few years and all nu clear 
plants expected to come on line by 
1987 can be cancelled , also with no 
sho rtage of needed power. 
All th is is possi ble because your d­
forts at energy conservati on have 
lowed growth of energy tkmand so 
much that substan tial ex tra capaci ty 
exists in almost every bulk power n:gion 
in the country! The shutdo wn would 
increase o il consumption by 3.4 percent 
and coal by 8.9 percent. (Tha.t'S with­
out additional improvement m use effi­
ciency.) And the cost? A maximum of 
abo ut $1 a month per family. Enough 
o f those cries o f doom vo ict'd by (he 
power IIldustry at prospects o f nu clear 
shutdown. L<)ok fo r details in a fut ure 
Issue of Etlvirormumt. (Thanks to I n 
These Times) - TB 
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A LETTER. 

Jim Frazin's letter about my article on 
rights and responsibilities raises an im­
portant question beyond whether I am 
a racist, or whether the article was. The 
question is how RAIN or any other 
community formulates what Frazin 
calls "a correct policy." 
One possibility is that there are no 
correct policies, only decent processes. 
A decent proccss, in my view, is one in 
which there is open discussion, clear 
statements of objectives, careful match­
ing of, or comparing of opinion to real­
ity, and testing of decisions so that 
policy never becomes simply congealed 
opinion. Process, in my view, always 
remains more important than policy. 
The end not only docs not justify the 
means, they cannot be separated. The 
mcans is the end. 
RAIN, following that line of thought, 
has what I sec as a correct process, a 
decent process. It is a place where peo­
ple share ideas. Out of this process come 
not policies but practices. 
Jim asks that RAIN, with his help, 
draft a correct policy, in particular, on 
"liberation issues." My own article fol­
lowed an incorrect policy on such a 
matter, apparently, because of its parti­
cular attitude toward the poor (that 
they must achieve their goals through 
their own efforts rather than through 
claims of 'rights'). 
Earlier in his letter, Jim suggests "a 
more rational approach for Karl's good 
intentions would be 'how can we think 
together, make allies and together over­
come the oppressiveness of this society 
to all people?' " One approach to that, 
which I try to follow, is to avoid the 
formulation of correct policies and to 
pursue, however stutteringly, more ex­
perience, more space for the practice of 
freedom, more friends for the enlarge­
ment of it . My suggestions in regard to 
the illusions of rights and the power of 
responsibilities came from experience, 
reflected practice, and was in open 
fr iendship to every part of Jim Frazin's 
criticism except the part that implies 
that either he or you or I or anyone 
can or should draft and impose correct 
policies on anyone else. Correct policies, 
if they can have any decent meaning at 
all, would, it seems to me, simply be the 
reflections, after the fact, of effective, 
humane and considerate practices. And, 
to return to my central argument-and it 
is only that, an argument-when it 
comes to practice, there are no rights, 
only the responsibility to do it . 
Karl Hess 
P.O. Box 173 

Kearneysville, WV 25430 

cepted realities-not complete, but fully 
alive and healthfully taking form now 
It feels odd and rather sad to be parting 
ways with things so long familiar, with 
explorations followed so long together. 
But other urges call. New shadows ap­
pear through the mists of the future 
and their scent becko ns again to less 
traveled fields where our hearts find 
greater nourishment . We have been with 
RAIN for four years, helping share new 
patterns that are emerging and becom­
ing real around us. It has been an excit­
ing time, and one which has been suc­
cessful far beyond what mOst people 
could then conceive. 
Many things only dreams four years 
ago have become commonplace and ac-
This has been an eventful summer for 
RA IN, full of important changes. Still, 
we haven't managed to run a "Rain­
drops" since the May issue- and that's 
on their own strength. A renewable 
energy present is eclipsing fantasies of 
a nuclear future . A sustainable society i 
emerging from the cracks of an unre­
peatable past. Projects and information 
and ideas once part of RAIN now ap­
pear in Better Homes and Gardens, 
Sunset and the New York Times, and 
have spread from paper to wood and 
glass and compost in our own neighbor­
hoods. Special journals now track the 
burgeoning areas of passive solar design, 
alternative sewage, health care, urban 
agriculture, simpler lifestyles and com­
munity economics. Much remains to be 
done, and much that we and RAIN will 
help with in our own ways. But the time 
has come when Lane and I must become 
the last of the "old timers" to leave 
RAIN-to make room for new people 
and visions and to make new use of 
what the last four years have taught us . 
gossip from early April! So this 'Drops 
may feel more like a bucketful, as we 
backtrack a bit to fill you in ... 
Tom and Lane arc "letting go ," but 
they won't disappear from RAI/V' s 
pages. They nurtured RAIN through 
its early development and anything we 
might say now would be inadequate. 
We're sure that their longtime RAIN 
friends and readers join us in wishing 
them all the best in their new explora­
tions . 
And there are more staff changes, 
some taking RAINpeople into new 
phases, others bringing new faces into 
the fold . ... Linda, after a leave of abo' 
sence in May to think out options, 
decided in June not to return to the 
staff. . .. Steven left UAIN as a staff 
member in June but is continuing to 
write articles and to consult edito rially 
with the staff.. . . Phi l is readying to 
ly hear more about all these things in 
these pages and elsewhere-we're not 
giving up writing altogether-just want 
We're.: slowing down (some), recover­
ing from too much work, and making 
space to let in ne.:w ideas and dreams 
instead of pushing on the old ones. It's 
called recycling ourselves. We are feeling 
joyful about the process of again put­
t ing our efforts where our journalistic 
mouths have been- building our house, 
expe.:rimenting wi th various alternative 
systems, and simplifying our lives. We're 
excited at the healthy feeling of putting 
down strong, growing roots in our little 
coastal community. Tom ran for the 
sewer board and lost but discovered that 
people.: are open to his ideas. Lane's 
work with a birthing information coun­
cil IS proving an exciting way to develop 
community and self-help health care 
awareness. We feel the seeds of new 
ideas and awarenesse.:s beginning to ger­
minate. And o f course Skye, the new 
membe.:r of our family, takes a lot of 
both of our time. You will undoubtcd­
cycle himself back out into the field 
of community economic development 
and plans to leave the RAIN staff some 
timc in September. You'll be hearing 
from him in future RAINs. .. . Jeff 
concluded his internship in June, is 
taking a summer leave, and may con­
ti nue to work with RAIN upon his 
return from Alaska. 
On the other hand, there are all 
these new people whom we haven't 
had the chance to introduce... . Tad, 
our spring/summer intern, has gotten 
us off to a great start with the Antioch 
College co-op program.... Del is job­
sharing as business manager and adds a 
good sense of stability.... How could 
we not mention Jill yet, whose graphics 
and layout have taken RAIN's much­
loved visuals in new directions.... Anti 
Debra Whitelaw-this introduction is 
up to date! - ou r new intcrn with strong 
some freedom from monthly deadlines. 
In fact Tom has plans for a new book in 
the works . Now if we.: could just find a 
way to earn a living! 
It's always difficult to leave the se­
curity of the known and head off to 
new, unstructured days. But we feel 
strongly that it's time to shake ourselves 
up a bit. The same thing goes for the 
magazine. That o ld unknown! 
Deciding to make the break, we 
threw the I-Ching. The.: image we got 
was The Well. "We must go down to the 
very foundations o f life. The town may 
be changed but the well cannot be 
changed. They come and go and all 
draw from the well. Thc well is there 
for all. No one is forbidden to take 
water from it." So be it with the.: RAIN. 
Take it, and use it to nourish all. 
If you want to get in touch, wri te to 
us at: Bender/deMoll, Nea hkahnie 
Mountain, 38755 Reed Rd ., Nehalem, 
OR 9713l. 
-Tom and Lane 
interests in rencwable energy and en­
vironme.:nt. Oh, we should notc that 
Steve Johnson, present at the creation 
of RAIN, is once again a contributor 
to these.: pages. Welcomc back, Stcve! 
Our recent promotional campaign 
was a great success . Our growth is com­
pelling us to more clearly define our 
individual roles and responsibilities so 
that we can maintain our collective 
spirit. We now have a business manager, 
a managing e.:ditor, a rcsource coordi­
nator, and we're looking for an editor. 
But we continue to use consensus de.:ci­
sion making. 
The changes in RA IN reflect changes 
and growth in the appropriate tech­
nology movement. The real challenge 
of the futurc will be to remain truc to 
our beginnings. 
The Folks at RAIN 
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ENVIRONMENT 

Exploring Environments, Ruth Yarrow, 

133 pp., $5.00 from: 

High Rock Park Conservation Center 
of the Staten Island Institute of 
Arts and Sciences 
200 Nevada Ave. 
Staten Island, NY 10306 
I have gotten pretty bored with environ­
mental education handbooks and 
haven't really looked at any for several 
years . But this one was thrust into my 
hands, so I decided to sit down with it 
for a while.:. I don't know the state o f 
the art, but this docs a nice job of com­
bining nature walks with whole systems 
ideas, energy usc, food chains and popu­
lation growth. Eugene Odum and Fran­
ces Lappe are frequent references . Very 
simple and unpretentious exe.:rcises. If 
I were.: a teacher I'd make good use of it. 
(Thanks to Del Greenfield) -LdeM 
From the Horse's Mouth 
Those who curse.: at eve.:ry effort of en­
vironmentalists to block excesses of Big 
Business should note three recent news 
items that have wandered past our 
amazed eyes . The f irst was a statement 
by a Boeing executive that the com­
pany really owed environme.:ntalists a 
vote of thanks for stopping the SST. 
They now realize.: that both energy and 
dollar wise it would have been a disaster 
for the company. The second was a 
statement by some oil company execu­
tive admitting that the Alaska pipcline! 
ocean tanker route to the West Coast 
doesn't w~rk and that they would have 
been smarter to adapt the alternative 
of'a trans-Canada pipeline to the Mid­
west rccommended by environmentalists 
instead of fighting it. And finally, ycs­
terday we saw a quote from the presi­
dent of t he Northwest Timber Associa­
tion, wh ich backed the overcutting of 
our national forcsts but now realizt:s 
how short-sighted they we.:re and the 
grim outlook the timber industry now 
faces (compounded by the failure of 
hybrid "supertrees", planted on thous­
ands of acres, to grow to maturi t y). It's 
good wher: fo rmer opponcnts fin ally 
realize the wisdom of alternatives to 
conven tional practices! - TB 
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Think back to the years we spent ill the classroom. Were we 
encouraged to care about the quality and purpose of our work, 
our relat ionships, our community:> Why was the emphasis on 
competition and the expendiel1 cies of the educational system 
rather than cooperation alld trust-building? Teaching Human 
Dignity, a compilation of 60 teachers ' essa.ys, goes beyond 
askil1g these questions and of fe rs workable solutions. It is an 
educat ional philosopby - broad concepts such as humaneness 
and justice are translated illto practical s,')ool experience that 
students can grasp Ol1to and absorb. The f ollowing essay is 
f ro m Teaching Human Dignity, Social Change Lessons for 
Every Teacher, Marian Wolf-WasSi!rman and Linda Hutchinson, 
1978, available for $7.95 f rom the Education Exploration 
Center, P.O. Box 7339, Minneapolis, MN 55407. - PC 
by Will Cummings 
. . . While docility, subordination and unquestioning accep­
tance of authority are necessary conditions to the successful 
operation of modern monopoly capitalism, they would be 
antithetical to humanitarian socialism, with its emphasis on 
autonomy and personal respons ib ility over one's life. What is 
needed is not obedience to authority but a system of built-in 
"crap-detecting ;" not competitiveness but a sense of comrade­
ship and cooperation; not mindless consumption but an aware­
ness and concern about the implicat ions of such an act .. . . 
I, like many concerned teachers , liberal and radical alike, 
felt the winds of change in the late sixties and responded by 
experimenting with various classroom techniques ranging from 
allowing students to decide thei r own grades to turning the 
classroom into mod ifi ed group thera py sessions. The "word" 
of the day was that schools and teachers were authoritarian; 
that thc student knew best what was important to learn and 
that he or she would blossom as a flower if only an atmosphere 
of freedom and trust were presen t. The often heard refrain 
was "It ain't what ya teach , but how ya teach it that matters." 
Education, according to this view, was seen as therapeutic, 
with tbe goal of increasing one 's awareness of self and one's 
surround ings , with the ultimate aim of leavi ng the individual 
ALL WISDOM 
DOES NOT FLOW 
FROM THE TOP 
DOWN 
open to new cxperienees, life styles, and for some, to new 
po Ii t ics . 
Experience and reflection have pointed ou t serious defects 
with this philosophy . For one thing, the freedom to express 
oneself in the elassroom can never be a subst itute for acquIring 
reasonably precise knowkdge about the conditions and forces 
that shape our lives . .. . 
Second, an edu cational theory resti ng upon scl f-actuali'l..a­
tion can be intensely individualist ic and lead one into a false 
sense of isolation from society . . .. 
Third, and most important, the "New Way" doem 't work. 
Certainly there was some emotional catharsis that made every­
body feci a little better, but it was like taking a warm bath ; 
it is great while you're in the tub but the feeling doesn't last 
very long .. . . 
My primary teaching assignment is in San Diego , Californ ia, 
at Grossmont College, a two-year community college that en­
joys a reputation as an innovative, high quali ty institution , 
governed by a progressive, liberal administrat ion . ... 
As in most colleges, economics is thought of as a tough, 
boring course to be avoided by all but the most daring.. .. 
To deal with this situation, I've developed a methodology 
that can be summarized by the following three general prin­
ciples : 
Perennial Crops 
4l 
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Agriculture around the world is facing 
the threat of reduced food production 
due to massive soil loss. One solution to 
this problem may bc the development 
of highly productive perennial grains to 
replace the annual cereals now in usc . 
Soil loss averages 9 tons per acre 
annually in the grain producing states 
of the U.S. This problem is even more 
devastating in developing count ries 
where either economic incentives or 
the threat of starvation compel farmers 
to cultivate marginal acreages. In effect, 
t hese farmers are "mining the soil," or 
living off the capital stored by plants 
over millenia. Eventually the efforts of 
the tiller to increase production will 
coll idt: head-on with the soil 's reduced 
productivity- bringing disastrous con­
sequences. 
The problem of erosion stems from 
two roots : the predominant use of 
annuals and the planting of several crops 
in successio n. Since its inception 10,000 
years ago , agriculture has used annuals 
almost exclusively for stapk foodstu ffs . 
These opportunists leave the land bare 
for part of the year, allowing the soil to 
wash and blow freely . Permitting the 
land to lie dormant used to be a com­
mon practice, but the economic black­
mail of high-tech agribusiness has forced 
many a small farmer to grow crops con­
tinually. Consequently, the soil is never 
replenished, and its texture is desuoyea, 
exacerbating its pell-mell wash to the 
sea. 
In a natural plant ecosystem peren­
nials dominate. Their massive in terming­
ling root systems (85 percent of the 
prairie plant's mass) grip the soil all 
year round. Economics arc " down to 
earth," and OVe r the centuries the land 
experiences a net gain, rather than loss. 
For farming to succeed in t he long 
run realities must change . Ecosystems 
1. SO'me outside coercion is necessary to get students into 
a subject deep euougb f or their own natural curiosity to be 
kindled to the point where they will become autollomous 
learners . . . 
2. A l1y thing tbat can get stude/itS to work witb one 
another will demystify authority , fo r tbey will learn by 
e ....perience that tbey can learn [rom otle al/olber, [btlt all 
wisdom does not flow f rom the top down. .. . 
The tradi t ional method of get ting students together proved 
of little value in my context so I developed thc following 
su bsti tu tes: 
Collective E;l:aminuti07IS. Tests can bc extremely effective 
methods in getting students together, especiall y when they 
know that someone else 's success will not mean their failure. 
Guerilla Theater. Another method of increasing student 
involvement and demystifyi ng authori ty is the use of guerilla 
theater. Six weeks into each semester 1 give a li tt le talk abou t 
the usc of theater to carry political messages and ask for vol­
unteers to work up some plays and pu t them on for all the 
econom ics and some all ied social scienc\.·s c1asscs at the 
college . . .. 
Work Sensitivity Sessions. Work sensit ivity sessions arc 
nothing other than spontaneous sensitivity sessions occurring 
whenever there is a natural break in the presentat ion of the 
academic material . Subject : the everyday business o f life­
work. The session begins with five or six srudents taking turns 
relat ing what they or thd r parents do for a living. At first the 
sessions moved slowly, but gradually the partici pants look 
beyond the monetary rewards, the hours worked, erc., and 
t a rt relating things they don't like about their employment . 
For example, in one session a female student who wo rked as a 
grocery clerk becamc infuriated (as dId o ther members o f the 
group) at her employer's practice of destroying old vegetables 
and bread with lye to prevent the poverty-srricken senior 
cit izens in the neighborhood from digging rhem out of the 
trash cans .. .. 
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I could go on and on with other cases of a sim ilar nature : 
the ex-career Navy med ical specialist who quit because:: he 
cou ld not stand the work and cnded up doing t he same thing 
for noth ing at a local free clinic; the motorcycle repai rman 
who vowed to start his own nonprofit motorcycle repair shop 
after seei ng his boss dest roy slightly damaged but usable pan s 
so that customers would have to buy new ones from him at 
monopoly prices; and so on, ad infinitum. The point is t hat 
these groups need very li t tle facilitation , only encouragement. 
if the right th ings arc going o n in the classroom. The incred ible 
thing is that these people were only dimly aware o f the t hings 
that bothered them until they heard the experiences of others. 
Equally incredible is the fact that everybody feels alit- nated in 
some way ; it may take a little longer to get it out of some thall 
others bu.t it is rherc. The key is to let tbem do the talking; a 
question or two in the right placl~s is all that is needed to start 
the process . 
3. A change ill social consciousness can best be obtaiued by 
first appealing to people's nloral sense of wbat is right atld wbat 
is wrong and by tben sbowillg them that what is the "rigbt " 
behavior in many cases is also ;11 tbeir own narrl)wly defined 
economic and social self- interest. 
... about three-qua rters o f the way th rough the semester, 
I'd say half of the class are sympathet ic to the idea of radical 
social change. forty percent have moved left to a moderate 
liberal stance, and the remain ing tcn percent are dug in fo r 
thc winter. It is time for the coup de gracI:, which is happily 
supplied by Dennis Meadows' Th e Limits to Growth and 
selected readings frum Economic Growth vs. the Env;ronmetlt 
by Johnson and Hardes ty. The message is clear : The things 
that we've been talking about, nonmaterialism, cooperation , 
control over the poli t ical system, income redistribu tion, erc., 
arc no t only " right" bu t arc in their own social self-interest, 
for they are a necessary co nd ition fo r survival. At thiS junc­
ture there is linle to do but pick up the pieces by providing a 
framework for constructive change in the remainder of the 
semester. This last point is extremely important, fo r to create 
cognitive dissonance and then fail to provide a way out can 
lead to frustration, apathy, and eventually nihilism . ... 000 
that have evolved si nce life fi rst climbed 
from the sea proffer good advice : de­
velop perennial crops. To th is cnd vari­
ous candidates have been proposed. A 
close relative of corn, Eastern Gama 
Grass has many positive att ributes . Ais 
under consideration for perennial pro­
duction are soybean rela tives and mem­
bers of the millet family . 
Exciting research on Eastern Gama 
Grass is taking place at the Land Insti­
tute in Salina, Kansas. Their studies 
demonstratc this perennial to posses 
many excellent qualities: bigh protein 
content, resistance to insects and dis­
ease, and a multitude of genotypes 
which arc eas ily propagated. A major 
problem is the low productivity of 
only one bushel per acre, as compared 
CO around eighty for corn, but the great 
number of genotypes should allow 
enough variety for a massive breeding 
program to overcome th is. After all, 
corn only produced about a bushel anti 
a half per acre in the Tehuaean Valley 
of Mexico of 7000 BP (before present ). 
Economic pressures coupled with tech­
nological advances have enticed west(~rn 
culture to skimp on its ecological bills. 
How much longer these defici ts will be 
all owed to stack up before the Co llector 
omes is unsure, but we'd best begin 
pay ing before Ms. Nature forecloses. 
Econom ic incent ives to cheat must be 
rem(lv~d with due haste, and develop­
mcnt of such alternative strategies as 
perennial farming should be cncoUT­
aged . - TM 
The Land Report, "Soil Loss and the 
Search for a Permanen t Agriculture," 
Wes Jackson, Feb. '78, and "Eastern 
G"ama Grass: Grain Crop for the Fu­
ture?" Wes Jackson and Martin Bender, 
Fall '78, $3/3 issues/yr. from : 
The Land Institute 
Rt.3 
Salina, KS 67401 
Th is pcriodical is published by The Land 
Institute of Salina, Kansas, a non-profi t 
organ ization . Their research rides on t he 
"cutting edge" of cu rren t agricultural 
problem identification and solution. 
This is an invaluable publicat io n for 
those intcrested in concepts from solar 
energy to ecology, and how t hcse ideas 
can steer the farmer to an envi ronmen­
tally sound future. 
Both Lester Brown in his art icle "The 
State of the Soi l" and Wes Jackson in 
"Toward Sustainability" explore issues 
and answers to the current agricultural 
dilemma. These appear in the Nov.lDec 
'78 edition of the FOE publicat ion N ot 
Man Apart ($10 low income, $20 reg. 
per yr.), FOE, 124 Spear St., San Fran­
cisco, CA 94105. -TM 
----
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SOLAR~ 
Solar Lighting with Reflective Shutters, 
$2.50 from: 
Sunspaees 
2520 Sacramento St. 
San Francisco, CA 9411 5 
A report on design, construction and 
operation in insulated reflective skylight 
shutters for solar lighting and heating 
with minimal negative energy impacts. 
A good example of what can be accom­
plished through a small-grants program 
-this pr()ject funded by the DOE/ 
CalOAT small grants program . - TB 
At Home in the Sun, Norah Davis and 
Linda Lindsey, 1979, 236 pp., $9.95 
(paperback) plus 65(/ postage, available 
from: . 
Garden Way Publishing Co. 
Charlotte, VT 05445 
This book is based upon the experiences 
of solar home owners, such as : "I heard 
a gentle slushing sound and went down 
and saw the cellar flooding." One 
family's solar consultant is described as 
" a brainy MIT dropout who designed a 
cement boat that sank in the Connec­
ticut Riwr. . .. after a year and a half 
of our time and money, however, he 
called up and quit ." Remarks from 
another solar homeowner : "A big wind 
came up and pretty soon a pin fell out, 
then a strut , and in a classic chain reac­
tion, the ground was soon littered with 
plastic and aluminum ." These remarks 
by solar homeowners, builders and de­
signers aren ' t meant t\.) scare you away . 
But by learning from their expen ence 
and studying the 30 di fferent designs 
(from high tech to garbage dump funk) 
you may avoid a few of their mistakes 
r,. 1__ oJ!~! .. · ·I/.. -.,., •• .4'+-"r "1"-.'- ' oIfIo ..... ~' .......r' ,.... ili; 

and benefit from the g<wd decisions 
they made . It was interest ing to hear 
solar home living descri bed as : " .. . the 
satisfaction o f feeling noble and virtu­
ous, the way you fee l when you hang 
out the laundry . . . it 's comfo rting to 
sit in the study-right up under the 
collector- and hear the roof begin to 
talk about what it 's feeling. As the 
panels expand and contract, they go 
pwong, ping, pwong. When you ' re alone, 
you're not really alonc." Another owner 
proudly n:marked that it took only 135 
seconds to close the thermal shutters 
whenever a cloud came by. Somebody 
else said they adopted a solar rhythm 
by only bathing on the sunny days. 
Many of the persons interviewed for this 
solar home tour regretted their initial 
heavy investment in active systems 
which required considerable mainte­
nance and failed to pcrform as well as 
predicted . The passivc homes, however, 
seemed to perform more satisfactorily. 
Go ahead and buy this book . It is en­
joyable to read , yet it includes lots of 
technical advice . - JP 
National Citizens' Solar Energy 
Conference 
The Center for Renewable Resources is 
sponsoring a people's solar energy con­
vention August 16-19 at the University 
of Colorado in Boulder. The list of 
workshops is impressive. The following 
is just a taste of what is available-
issue workshops : neighborhood solar 
strategies, community devclopmc:nt 
corporations, community solar cooper­
atives, solar and agriculture, solar busi­
nesses, model state solar policies; skills 
workshops: churches as resources, the 
media (press relc:ases , PSAs), involving 
unions, fundraising and lobbying tech­
niques; hands-on workslJOps: solar 
greenhouses, breadbox and flat plate 
collectors, gasohol. Amory Lovins (Soft 
Energy Paths), Denis Hayes (World­
watch Institute) and David Morris 
(Institute for Local Self-Reliance) arc 
a few of the speakers who will be 
present. The registration fcc is $25 
before August 1 and $35 after. Gas 
money will be rebated for carloads of 
four or more persons who arc registc:red 
for the conference. For registration 
information write : 
Gail Prostrollo 
Center for Renewable Resources 
1001 Connecticut Ave. N.W., 5th FI. 
Washington, DC 20036 
-PC 
Sun Angles for Design, Robert Bennet, 
1979,76 pp., $5 .00 from: 
Robert Bennet 
6 Snowden Road 
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004 
A specialized book, useful for solar site 
analysis prior to the install at ion of solar 
c:nuipment. Sun angle charts are included 
for most northern latitudes ; enabling 
you to dc:termine the shading effect of 
trees and buildings upon your home's 
solar potential. Other architectural in­
formation is includc:d o n shadow cast­
ing, shadow mapping , overhangs'rd 
skylights. - JP ____ hinge 
____ - ~ wood frame 
~ ~~rabric .~ =c:.oe ~ pu'ley~ 
rope 
Village Homes' Solar House Designs, 
Bainbridge, Corbett and Hofacre, 
1979, $6.95 from: 
Rodale Press 
Emmaus, PA 18049 
I\. valuable book- both for its documen­
tation of the pleasing environment that 
results from Davis, California's path­
breaking energy conservation code and 
for its visual and economic comparison 
of 43 different energy-conserving and 
solar house designs built and operating 
in the same environment. The average 
energy use of the homes is half that of 
conve)1tional ones, at minimal extra 
Cost. -TB 
Dear RAIN readers- . 
We deeply regret that it's necessary 
to charge 20 percent for postage and 
handling on orders of RAIN publica­
tions. We simply cannot afford to ab­
sorb these high costs any more. Thank 
you for your understanding. 
-DG and PSD 
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Intentional communIties gathering 
Community Come UNITY Aug. 29­
Sept. 3 on Alpha Farm in Deadwood, 
Oregon, about 2-1 /2 hrs. east of Salem. 
Share and learn about community life: 
and growth with all types of communi­
ties from the NW region. The proposed 
agenda calls for 2 days of community 
sharing; ideals, personal/communal bal­
ance, livelihood, etc. Following this 
are 3 days of workshops and personal 
sharing-contact forming, and finally, a 
day for those: who wish to form com­
munities. Contact Geo Nove or Christy, 
645-3119, or Community Come Unity, 
c/o Alpha Farm, Deadwood, OR 97430, 
pre-register by Aug. 10. 
An Advanced Workshop in Alternative 
Agriculture will be offered by the 
Farallones Institute Aug. 25 and 26 . 
The gathering wiII emphasize manage­
ment of biological soil fertility; the 
nature of soil, soil life, biological soil 
management and sundry other topics. 
The workshop will be led by Woody 
Deryckx, contributing editor of Tilth 
Newsletter, and will be held at Fara­
lIones' 80-acre rural center 70 miles 
north of San Francisco. Cost, $50 over­
night and 3 meals included, or $35 
own food and shelter. Contact: The 
Farallones Institute, 15290 Coleman 
Valley Rd., Occidental, CA 95465, 
707/874-3060. 
Community Renewable Energy Sys­
tems, Aug. 20-21 , will be presented at 
the Univ. of Colorado in Boulder. This 
conference emphasizes the integration 
of renewable resource planning and 
policy into a community setting. Regis­
tration fee of $30 covers attendance, 
2 meals and handouts. Room and board 
rates extremely reasonable. Write : 
Solar Energy Research Institute, 1536 
Cole Blvd., Golden , CO 80401, attn: 
SERI conferences group , 303/231-1467. 
RAIN Magazine 
2270 NW Irving, Portland, OR 97210 
A Small Farm Energy Seminar will be 
held at Hartington, Nebraska, on Aug. 
17 and 18. Featured events: tours of 
farms including solar heated farrowing 
barns, houses and grain driers, a wind 
electric generator, and 3 types of 
manure composters; research reports 
culminating 2 years of solar studies; 
and displays of new energy devices. The 
event emphasizes practical applications 
of a.t. on small, low-income farms. 
More info available from Energy Scmi­
nar, Small Farms Energy Project, P.O. 
Box 736, Hartington, Nebraska 68739, 
402/254-6893, 
The Columbia Environmental Council 
is sponsoring a fair, "Alternatives '79, " 
at the Columbia County Fairgrounds, 
St. Helens, OR, on Saturday, Aug. 25 
beginning at lOa. m. Free. Contact 
Vitamins, etc., 503 /397'4728, or Linda, 
397-2219. 
Thc Oregon Dept. of Energy (ODOE) 
is accepting proposals for $190,000 in 
grant monies. $10,000 is to provide a 
gasohol clearinghouse, $25,000 is for 
development of an energy efficient or­
dinance, and approximately $157,000 
is allocated for energy conservation or 
rencwable resource projects; workshops, 
educational outreach, recycling, etc . 
The maximum amount rcwarded to any 
single applicant will generally not ex­
ceed $10,000. For further information: 
Bill Mackic, Oregon Dept. of Energy, 
111 Labor and Industries Bldg., Salem, 
OR 97310, 503/378-8327. Deadline 
Sept. 7. 
Energy Forum NW, affiliated with the 
Univ. of Washington, will sponsor a 
two-day conference, "Energy and 
Neighborhoods," in the HUB of the 
Univ. of Wash.-Seattle, Sept. 29 and 
30. Featured will be panels, speakers, 
bus tours to local sites and small group 
workshops. Contact Don Pendleton or 
Ellen Kampel, Energy Forum NW, 316 
Lewis Hall, Univ. of Washington, 
Seattle, WA 98195, 206/543-0980. 
Common Ground Country Fair-a cele­
bration of rural living, Sept. 21-23 at thc 
Litchfield Fairgrounds in Litchfield, 
ME, 207/622-3118 
JOBS 
California OA T seeks an "Information 
Specialist" to provide research assis­
tance to technical staff Areas are 
appropriate technology and/or renew­
able resource/energy conservation. 
Minimum qualifications : experience of 
2 years in the field, ability to work with 
public, experience in extracting infor­
mation from bureaucracies, RA or 
equivalent experience. $1,303 to $1,561 
per month. Send resume to the Office 
of Planning and Research, P. O. Box 
160724, Sacramento, CA 95816, by 
Aug. 10. Please write "Information 
Specialist " in upper right-hand corner. 
The King County Energy Planning 
Project will soon be hiring two addi­
tional staff. One position will be of a 
technical nature, probably requiring an 
engineering degree. Activities will focus 
on conservation opportunities and 
technical assessment of a.t. in business 
applications. 
The other position will be involved 
with energy aspects of land use plan­
ning and a.t. management strategies. 
Applicants must have previous related 
experience, or a strong academic base. 
Interested persons should mail a 
request to be placed on the mailing list 
for the specific job announcement, 
technical or planning, anticipated to be 
out by the end of July. Mailing address: 
King County Energy Planning Project, 
516 Smith Tower, Seattle, WA 98104. 
Attn : Ron Quist. 
